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Schultz Resigns As Superintendent
By MIKE BRANDON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Fred Schultz, who for 15 years has
served the community AS
superintendent of the Murray City
School System, left the school board
and community in shock when he
announced his resignation at the
regular board meeting Thursday night.
Schultz' resignation was accepted
with regret by the board. Schultz will
assume a new post with the State
Department of Education in Frankfort,
effective August 15.
Named to succeed Schultz to fullfill
an unexpired term as superintendent
and secretary to the board was Robert
Glin Jeffrey, principal at Murray
Middle School.
Schultz will work as a deputy
superintendent udner state school
superintendent Dr. James Graham.
Schultz will actually be a secretary to
the State Board for Elementary and.
Secondary Education in the Vocational
Education Department.
Schultz, a native of Breckingridge --
County, graduated from Murray High 
—
and entered the United States Navy in
1943. He graduated from the
Midshipman School at Columbia
University and served in the Pacific
Theatre for three years.
He received his B.S. degree in 1946
from Murray State and his M.A. degree
from Murray State in 1948. In addition,
he has done post-graduate studies at
Peabody College.
From 1948 through 1957, Schultz
taught -general science, physics and
chemistry at Murray High School. He
became principal of Murray High in
1957 and served there until he was
named superintendent of the Murray
Independent School System in 1962.
From 1966 through 1972, Schultz
served on the Southern Association of
Cqlleges and Schools and was the
committee chairmati in 1972. Currently,
he is on the Governor's Task Force
Study (post secondary education), the
Middle School Council, the State Task









Committee on Student Fees and the
Superintendent's Task Force for
Kentucky Educational Television.
He is a member and a past president
of the Murray Lions Club, aginember of
the Murray American Legion, on the
advisory board of the Murray-Calloway
County Library, a member of the
Purchase Regional Health Planning
Council, the past chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board and a member of the Human
Relations Committee.
In 1957, Schultz was named as the
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce's Young Man of the Year.
He received the Leadership Award in
1971 from the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators and in 1971,
reae-wed perhaps his greatest honor
when he was named as the Man of the
Year by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
Schultz won the F.L. Dupree Award
for Creative Educational
Administrators in 1972.
'He is married to the former Jo Crass
and they have one daughter, Selwyn.
Schultz Is a member of the First Baptist
Church in Murray where he serves as a
Sunday School teacher and a
department director.
. See SCHULTZ,
Page 16,. Column 5
$3 Million Budget Approved By County Board
An annual budget of approximately
$3,000,000 for fiscal 1977-78 was
approved by the Calloway County
Board of Education, meeting in regular
session last night.
The increase in the new budget, some
three-quarters of a million dollars
higher than last year's $2.2 million
budget, is due to external funds such as
additional federal and state programs,
according to Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway
County school superintendent.
The board also approved the tax rate
for the corning year which was set at six
cents per $100 valuation. Dr. Rose
explained that a change in the method
of collecting the school tax is
responsible for the seemingly low tax
rate for the school system but that the
rate is comparable to last year's 35.9
cent tax rate.
This year, the state will collect the
first 30 cents of the school tax and the
local system will collect the remainder.
Dr. Rose explained that the total tax
will be reflected on the county tax bill,
just as in the past. The only difference
will be in the tax rate which will be.split
between the state and the system.
Dr. Rose said that this year's total
school tax rate reflects a hike of one-
tenth of one cent which will make up
revenue lost due to the state's
homestead exemption.
In other action, the board employed
Billy Nix as assistant principal at
Calloway County High School and
named Cecil Glass as band director at
CCHS. Glass has previously served four
years as band director at Central City
High School but has been in private
business for the past few years.
The board also employed Jarnie Potts
as vocational agriculture instructor
replacing Carmen Parks who retired
this year. Also employed at the high
school were Robert Puttoff, industrial
arts; Allen Warford, psychology and
math and Nicole Ulrich, learning
disabilities.
Employed by the board at East
Elementary were Bill Miller, coach and
teacher; Shirley Wall, to fill a leave of
absence; and Sue Chaney, learning
disabilities. Employed at North
Elementary was Deborah Adams as a
learning disabilities teacher and at
Southwest were Reita Ladd, learning
disabilities; Merrill Brick, coach and
teacher, Gail Turner, classroom
teacher and Susan Ramp, classroom
teacher.
Joanna Adams was employed by the
board as food service coordinator in the
central office replacing Mrs. Helen
Hogancamp who will be on leave for the
year.
In other action, the board:
—d-cepted bids on school business
insurance- from Holton de Melugin;
workman's compensation insurance
from Gene Landolt; bread from
American Bread Co. (Sunbeam) of
Nashville; and accepted bids on several
other food products.
— approved the purchase of 62 steel-
belted radial bus tires on state contract
purchase price;
— authcreized the publication of the
annual financial report in The Murray
Ledger Si Times; - ---
- approved the use of Jeffrey Gym
for a two-week basketball camp to be
conducted by the CCHS coaching staff
headed by Robert Slone;
— approved the advertising for bids
on the re-roofing of Jeffrey Gym, and;
- approved a payment of
approximately ;13,000 to Memphis
School Supply for cafeteria tables and
.-hairs at CCHS.
Council Okays Audit Of Natural Gas System
An audit of the Murray Natural Gas
System, reflecting an increase of
e $273,000 in operating income over the
previous year, was presented to the
Murray Common Council at its regular
meeting last night by E. L. Howe, Jr.,
an accountant with the firm of
Richardson and Trevathan.
"The operation of the system last
year was very good," Howe told the
council and said that the system has
done a very good job of controlling costs
over the past year.
Howe explained to the council that
the very nature of the natural gas
inside today 
system makes its financial outlook
unpredictable. "If we have a mild
winter," Howe said, "the revenue will
be down. "If the winter is severe, as
this past one has been, the revenue will
be up," he added.
In addition to approving the audit
report, the council handled several
other routine items in the unusually
short meeting. ,
Councilman Melvin Henley,
chairman of the council's budget and
finance committee, reported that there
is "nothing alarming.. .and nothing
outstanding either" in the city's
One Section — 16 Pages
Second thoughts following the first reaction to Carter's
cancellation of the B-1 bomber are producing a different
response, say Rowland Evans and Robert Novak in
today's "Inside Report" on the Opinion Page, page 4.
hot and humid
Mostly sunny, hot and humid
today and Saturday. Fair tonight.
A small chance of thunderstorms
mainly during the afternoon and
evening. Highs today and
Saturday in the low to mid 90s.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
70s.
Light and variable winds today
and tonight.
Probability of precipitation is
20 per cent today.
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FFA W1NNERS--FFA winners in the Jersey division last night at the county
fair were, from left, Krit Stubblefield, with the junior champion, and Ken-
neth Paschall, with the senior and grand champion.
financial picture for the first six months
of the year.
"We're moving along pretty good.'
Henley said, explaining that some
revenue sources were producing less
than anticipated while others were
producing more than anticipated.
making up the difference.
"Some departments are going to
have to tighten up over the next six
months (to remain within their
budgets)," Henley cautioned, however.
Councilman H. Ed Chrisman.
chairman of the police committee.
reported that the city Police Court had
levied fines totaling $9,169 during the
second quarter and had expended
$1.689.50 in court costs and $93.50 in
Art Lee, chairman of the street
committee, commended the water
system for its cleanup of the city's
fireplugs saying "they really look
good."
Dr. C. C. Lowry, who is heading a
committee investigating a new
communications system for all city
departments, ..eported that his
committee had met recently with the
See COUNCIL,
Page 16, Column 6
Red Cross Board Names
New Officers, Directors
The board of directors of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross met at 4 p. in on
Wednesday, July 13, in the jury room of
the court house.
After opening the meeting, Holmes
Ellis, chairman, acknowledged the fine
organizational work done by Dr. Harry
Sparks, the 1977 Fund Drive chairman
The chapter not only met the goal set bj
the national Red Cross, but it was the
first time in many years the chapter
locally received enough contributions
to be able to keep within the year',
budgeted funds.
The report of the nominatin4
committee was heard as new business.
The committee composed of Stuart
Poston, chairman, Henry Holton and
Leonard Vaughn nominated, and the
'board approved, the following:
Chairman, Holmes Ellis; \. Vice-
Chairman, Dr. Harry Sparks;
Secretary, Dr. Ruth Cole; Treasurer,
Sid Easley. Board members whose
terms were to have expired were re:
elected for another three years as
follows; Dr. Rex Alexander, Judge
ilobert 0. Miller and Lester Nanny.
Max Hurt was unanimously accepted to
See RED CROSS,
Page 16, Column 6
4-H WINNERS—In the 4-H Holstein show last night at the county fair.
Mike Rogers had the senior and grand champion animal, and Lisa Rogers
had the junior champion.
FFA WINNER—In the Holstein division of the FFA cattle show last night 
at
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee fair, Miss Sandra Stark had both the
grand champion and junior champion animals. Showing the junior c
ham-
pion is Greg McClure.
SHOWMANSHIP—Showmanship winners in the 4-H and FFA cattle s
how
last night at the county fair were Gina Shipley, in the junior
 division, and
Kenneth Paschall, in the senior division. Paschall was also the 
overall win-
ner.
READY TO GO—These mules and their owners are waiting for their turn




GOOD PULt—The horse and mule pull waslietd last night at the Murray-;
Calloway County Jaycee fair. The beef cattle show will be held today, with
a country music show tonight. Tomorrow night will feature the tractor pull
at the grandstand area,
•;:o
4-H WINNER—Stacy Tidwell had the junior champion Jersey cow in the
















Baby Girl Walker (mother
Glenda), Rt. 1 Box 72,
Puryear, Tn., Baby Girl West
mother Janet), Rt. 7,
Murray, Baby Boy Mitchell
i mother Loretta), Rt.
Springville, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Clara S. Proffitt and
Baby Girl, Rt. 6 Greenwood
Apts. No. G, Cadiz, Mrs. Betty
Garland and Baby Girl,
Kirksey, Miss Barbara A.
Hatcher, 401 Elm, McKenzie,
Tn.,. Mrs. Vickie L. Mc-
Chesney, 1619'2 Olive.
Murray, Mrs. Dianna F.
Williams, Rt. 1, Murray, John
W. Redick, 900 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Miss Loretta A.
Jones, Rt. 3 Box 355, Murray,
Danny G. Ferguson, Rt. 3 Box
355, Murray, Mrs. La Vella
Beall Rt. 8, Box 640, Murray,
Mrs. Jessie 1.. Davis, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, In., Jacob W.
Canup, Rt. 1, Hardin, Miss
Zozie F. Sanderfer, Rt. lAox
36 Almo, John B. Posey,4611
London Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Leona E. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Robbie N.' Holt,.
Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Deborah J.
Outland, Rt. 3 Boyd Ti. Ct.,
Murray,. Mrs. Rarbara D.
Tutt, Rt. 8, Box 740, Murray,
Mrs. Regina A. Mitcheson, Rt.
3, Cadiz, Mrs. Patricia
Jackson, 212 Oliver, Paris,
Tn., J. T. Tidwell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield,, Mrs. Patty D.
Goldman, 1410 E. Stadium
View Murray, Mrs. Peggy A.
Darnell, 300 Memorial Dr.
Paris, -Tn., Miss Reanita J.
Wilson, 7091/2 Joy St. Paris,
Tn. Mrs. Mary L. Alexander,
903 Main Murray, Mrs. Hattie
F. Ragsdale, Rt. 3, Murray,




• New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus cbasket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
4.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
THERE IS A PLACE
A WOMAN
CAN
-- FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
-OUT-PATIENT ASORTION AND





















Order Pirate's Dozen from Long John
Sliver's and you can count-on 13 delicious
boneless whitemeat Chicken Planks Or
crispy Chicken Peg Legs
Pirate's Dozen is perfect
for you to enjoy on the
.• patio, at a picnic or at any
Miss Cynthia Gay Johnson
Married To Mr: Trenholm
The sanctuary of the
Memorial Baptist Church was
the scene of the June wedding
of Miss Cynthia Gay Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby R. Johnson of Murray
to Angus Robert Trenholm,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wylie C.
Trenhohn of Carmi Ill.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Jerrell White as the wedding
party stood under an arch
entwined with blue, yellow,
and pink daisies and greenery.
Placed on either side of the
arch were baskets filled with
multi-colored spring flowess.
The family pews were marked
with spring floral bouquets.
As the guests arrived Mrs.
Tommy Wilkins organist,
presented a program of
music. Selections included
"The Twelfth of Never,"
"We've Only Just Begun,"
and Traditional Marches for
processional and recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents, was
escorted to the altar by her
father. The lovely young bride
chose for her wedding a for-
mal gown of ivory de-lustered
satin combined with Venice
lace. The natural lvaistline
was defined with a band of
powder blue satin ribbon, and
a square yoke was formed _
with venice insertion lace
which was re-embroidered
with miniature blue and ivory
rosebuds.-
Long sleeves of satin were
adorned with a vertical insert
of lace and a tiny lace ruffle
formed the cuff. An easy a-line
skirt was fashioned with a
deep flounce, ruffled at the
hemline which flowed into a
chapel train.
Her headdress- was a
coronet crown of Venice lace
motifs delicately touched with
pearl beads accented with
powder blue satin ribbon to
which an elbow length veil of
silk illusion designed in
flowing tiers was attached.
She carried. a nosegay of
blue daisies, white roses, and
baby's breath with blue
streamers tied in love knots.
Mrs. Steve Ladd was the
matron of honor. Her princess
dress of powder blue featured
a high stand-up collar with
sheer yoke and sheer overlays
for the front of the dress.
Her headpiece was a blue
wide brimmed hat with sheer
band encircling the crown
with large bow at back.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Jimmy Brandon, and Mrs.
of ow Seafood Shoppes, So come to
Long John Silver's and bring a big appe-




711 South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus
Dale Thomason, sisters of the
bride. Each was attired
identical to that of the honor
attendant.
Little Miss Kerie Atkins
served her uncle as flower
girl. She carried a basket
filled with rose pedals which
she dropped in the path of the
bride.
• Kenny Collins served as
best man. Groomsmen were




the bride, and David Wet-
more. Master Tommy Atkins
served his uncle as
ringbearer.
- The bride's mother chose
for her daughter's wedding a
long, yellow dress featuring
elbow length puffed sleeves
and high stand up collar. At
her shoulder was pinned a
bronze cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Trenholrn, mother of the
groom, was attired in a long
pink dress, a-line fashioned
with long sleeves. She wore a
white cymbidium orchid
corsage.
Mrs. Festus Story and Mrs.
William Ross, grandmothers
,of the bride, were presented
corsages of white carnations. •
The guest register was kept.
by Miss Sheree Miller. She
wore a peach floor length
gown with a corsage of white
Robert Trenholm
carnations. As the guests
arrived they were invited to
sign the bride's book and
given a wedding scroll as a
remembrance of the occasion.
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. J. R. Story.
Reception -
A reception was held im-
mediately following the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Serving the guests' were
Mrs. Art Bailey, Mrs. Jerry
Atkins, and Carol Myers. They
wore corsages of white car-
nations. Miss Jill Johnson
passed out rice bags to the
guests.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Treasure Island, Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Trenholm are
now residing in Murray. The
groom' is employed by Mercy
Ambulance Service.
Out of town guests for the
wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
Walter A. Trenholm, Bale
Verte N. B., Canada, Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm McIntosh of
Bath, N.B. Canada, Eve
Wetmore, Ian Wetmore, Carol
and Angela Myers, all of
Mayfield.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie C.
Trenholm, parents of the
groom, graciously hosted the
wedding party with a
rehearsal dinner at DeVanti's
steak house.
• •
Pauline Story Opens Her Home For
Meeting Of The Oak Grove WMU
W.M.U. of the Oak Grove July 26/at eight p.m. at 
the
Baptist Church, met June 28 at church. 
eight p.m. in the home of
Pauline Story for the regular
monthly meeting and Bible
Study with six members
present._
The Lesson was "On The
Spot Learning, Caribbean
Style" and - the Bible Study
was "God's Kind of People "
Scriptures were from Luke
and .Matthow.
Hilda Evitts gave-the call to
prayer, and Freda Hum-




by the hostess to Hilda Evitts,
Jane Morton, Delpha Taylor,
Youlonda Grooms and Freda
Humphreys.
The next meeting will be
To peel green peppers vu
can- char them under the broil-
er or over a gas flame, turning
as necessary. The _next step is
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blouses, slacks, etc, for lent
caught in the folds. After
several trips through the
washer, this seems to collect
and gives a dark appearance
to the garment, as well as
sometimes becoming lumpy.
A crochet hook will help you to
reach into corners of the in-
terfacing, etc. - Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
Camping
On a camping trip,
remember to stop early if you
will be cooking a meal. It
takes longer to cook outdoors
than it does inside. Also, never
refuel a gas stove while it's
hot. - Judy Hetterman, Hick-
man.
Preserve Foliage
Preserve foliage for winter -
bouquets in a glycerine and
water solution. Beech,
magnolia rhododendron, and
ivy leaves can be preserved
successfully this way. Crush
about 2 inches of the lower
part of the stem before placing
foliage in glycerine and water.
Make solution by using one
third glycerine and two thirds
water, placed in a deep con-
tainer. Never put foliage in
plain water before placing in
solution. When foliage is
pliable it is ready to be
removed from the glycerine
solution. However, this can
take up to 6 weeks and more
solution may need to be added.
Allow excess glycerine to drop
from inisde the stem before
using them in an
arrangement. - Mildred W.
Potts, LaCenter.
Family Rooms
Family rooms need more
consideration given to them.
They are 'usually small and
put in the middle of the back of
the house with dark paneling
and little glass or sliding glass
doors and they are little more
than a hallway. This is the
place where the family, is most
likely to spend time together
and also the place where your
friends like- to gather. For
these reasons family rooms
should be given 'consideration.
If at all possible, add more
square footage, give it a
southern exposure and have
ample glass where you can
add visual space by looking
out upon an outdoor living
area. - Juanita Amonett,
Paducah.
Hospitalization
The child who is going to the
hospital needs to know why he
is going, something of what he
can expect when he gets there
and what some of the details of
the hospital are. It will help if
he is allowed to play out some
of his fears. Some parents
wishing to save their child
from worry, try to sugarcoat
what will happen at the
hospital. When the child finds,
in actual experience, that
what has been told to him is
not so, he feels tricked, and
becomes confused and full of
fear. His trust and confidence
has been shaken. Wondering
why his parents lied to him, he
expects the worse, and his




A swim party will be held
Tuesday, July 19 from 10 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. for prenthool
through third grade children
at the Murray Country Club.
Each child can invite one
guest and preschool children
should be supervised by a
parent.
Lunch will be served at noon
and children should be picked
up by 12:30 p.m.
TAG THAT BAG
NEW YORK (AP) - With
airlines carrying more than
half a million passengers a
day, identification tags for all
checked baggage has become
more important than ever, says
the Air Transport Association.
Proper identification, it said,
helps the airlines trace suit-
cases gone astray and prevents
passengers from picking up the
wrong bag. The ATA adds that
most airlines provide free bag-
gage identification labels at the
ticket counter for passengers
who need them.
We are pleased to announce that.
Vicki McClard, bride-elect of Ed
&dins, has selected her Potter,- and
Crystal from our complete bridal
registry.
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"The Year's Best Movie
'Star Wars' has brought tun back to the movies and
glowingly demonstrated they still can make 'em
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Twin I Akers Good Sam Club
will hold its monthly campout
at Paris Landing KOA
Kampgrowid with Ned and
Beth Wilson as wagon-
masters. A potluck supper will
be served Saturday night.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include nature
walk at 10:30 a.m. at cam-
pground bath . house,
scavenger hunt at hotel front
porch at 1:30 p.m., decoupage
class ip recreational hotel
.room at 2:30 p.m., water
balloon toss on hotel front
porch at 3:30 p.m:, tennis
lessons at hotel tennis court at
4:30 p.m., slide show on
Kenlake park at seven p.m.,
and Lakeside Singers at 8:30
p.rri., both at hotel meeting
room.
Twilight golf will be at the
Oaks Country Club at 5:30
p.m.
Betty Lowry will be
chairman for twilight golf at
the Murray Country Club at
5:45 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held at 9:15 a.m. and
11:30 a.m. and call 753-0929 for
transportation.
Work day from 9:30 a.m. to
three p.m. and fun night at six
p.m. will be held by the Hardin
Senior Citizens.
Saturday, July 16
Jane Wager of Murray,
miss Paducah of 1976, will
crown her successor at the
Miss Paducah Pageant at the
vic 1.enUer, —Padicah, at
eight p. m.
Saturday, July 16
Land Between the Lakes,
activities will include fresh
water ecology at Center
Station at two p. m., junior
naturalist program for ages 9
to 12 at Center Station from
two to four p. m., and night
visual drive at Center Station
at 8:30 p. m.
Ronnie Milsap concert will
be at two p. m. and five p. m.
at Kaintuck Territory.
Twilight Cabaret will be at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park old bathhouse at 8:30 p.
m. Admission is free.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include nature
games for ages 6 to 12 at
Center Station at two p.m.,
and two mile walk to start at
Hematite Lake at 'Educational
Center at 8:30' p.m.
Unique $2.00 sack sale will
be held at the Bargain Barn,
South 13th and Main Streets.
by the Freed-Hardeman
Associates.
Hazel A. M. E. Methodist
Church Misaionary Women
will sponsor' a meal with
serving to start at eleven a. m.
at the church. Barbecue plates
will be $2.00. Hamburgers, hot
dogs, ice cream, pies, and
cake will also be featured.
Chapter M of PEO will have
a luncheon at twelve noon at
the home of Mrs. Olga
Freeman at Hazel.
Murray ShringClub.will
have its social meeting at the




On All Spring &
Summer Merchandise
















Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at hotel front porch at seven a.
m., critter hunt at 10:30 a. rn.
and critter race at four p. m.
at campground bath house,
craft program at hotel
recreation room at 1:30 p. m.,
shuffleboard. tournament at
hotel court at 2:30 p. m., junior
ranger program at five p. m.,
bingo at seven p. m., and
square dance at eight p. m.,
all at campground bathhouse
and amphitheatre.
Sunday, July 17
Senior piano recital by
Linda Hoffman, Owensboro,
will be at two p. m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include junior
naturalist program for ages 9
to 12 at Center Station from
two to four p. m., tour of The
Homeplace to start at
Homeplace entrance road at
2:30 p. m., wildflower search
at two p. m. and movie on
Canada geese at three p. m.,
both at Center Station, and
Red Cross Leadership School
at .Brandon Spring Group
Camp to start today and run
through July M.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include worship
services at campground
amphitheatre at 8:30 a. m.,
salty dog rag instructions at
hotel meeting room at 3:30 p.
m., and movie, "Incredible
Mr. Liner at eight p. m.
Monday, July 18 —
Calloway County Humane
Society is scheduled to meet at
the Public Library at seven
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at 7:30 p.m. The church is
located at 16th and Main
Streets, and the meeting is
open to all interested persons.
Events Held
For Bride
Mrs. David Louis O'Daniel,
the former Joyce Lynn
Newcom, was honored prior to
her wedding on June 11 with
several prenuptial events.
A tea was given in Murray
by Miss Anne Erwin, Miss
Pain Henderson, Mrs. Leslie
Watkins, and Miss Cindy
Small.
Mrs. Anita Thomas, Mrs.
Jane Hall, Mrs. Patsy Dyer,
and Miss Mayre Palmer
entertained with a
miscellaneous shower.
A lingerie shower was given
by Mrs. Sandy *Hultman at
Paducah.
Mrs. Lila Ogletree, Mrs.
Harriett Terrell, Mrs.
Frances Northington, and
Mrs; ,Ada Allen Gilliam were
hostesses for a •miscellaneous









Vows To Be Read Teenagers Give Views On
Various Social Topics At
Louisville At FHA Meet
Miss Debra Ann Sawyers
and David B. Leujs
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Sawyers of Hardin Route One an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Debra Ann, to David B. Lewis, son of Mrs. Phyllis
Hobbs of Murray and James Lewis of Vincenes, Ind.
Miss Sawyer is a 1975 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is now employed 'at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord of Murray.
Mr. Lewis will be a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is also employed at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The couple will be married on Monday, August 15, at seven
p.m. by Bre,. Dean Crutchfield at the home of K. E. McElwain
in Aurora. A reception will follow immediately after the
ceremony.
All friends of the couple are invited to attend.
Mrs. John Irvan Speaks At
Methodist Women's Meet
The First United Methodist
Church Women held their
general meeting on Tuesday,
July 5, at ten a.m. at the
church recreational hall with
the Rev. Bob Farless opening




given by Mrs. Robbie
Harrison, local, and Mrs.
Cortez Byers, conference.
Announcement was made of
the School of Missions at
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tn., July 22-24. Mrs. Iris
Crawford will attend as a
delegate.
New officers wilt- be ap-
pointed and will be installed
by Mrs. James A. Fisher for
the Church Women in October
The next meeting will be a
potluck at the church on
Tuesday, August 2, at twelve
noon, with the circle chairmen
as hostesses. The regular
work day will be Tuesday.
Julyq19, at ten a.m. and all
members are urged to attend
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey in-
troduced the speaker, Mrs
John T. (Rebecca) Irvan, who,
gave a review of the book.
Tramp For The Lord.
Thirty-five persons were
I* ' NOSPITAL NEWS
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Baby Girl Adams mother
Charlotte), 902 S. 10t1




Mrs, Kathy J. Crouch
Baby Boy, Rt. -2, Mayfici,!
Mrs. Patricia G. Lassiter ,o,.!
Baby Boy, Rt. f,13exterTkir -
Fern Darnell, Rt. 1, Fdl -
mington, Miss Deborah
Walker, 706 Franklin Di
Paris, Tn., Miss Oteria Fit-
zgerald, Rt. 2, Puryear, Ti,
Mrs. Martha J. Dodd, lit -
Box 194 Buchanan, Tn., .1r
Evelyn D. Edwards, Mun
Manor Apt. 86, Murray. Hilt%
Winchester, 626 Broad E‘,
Murray, Miss Barbara .!
Phelps, Rt. 4, Benton, Walt, •
P. Hutchens, Fox Meadows
10, Murray, Mrs. Regina 1-
Lamb, 332 Edgewood Parl-
Tn., Mrs. Jackie IA
Daugherty', 511 S. 11th
Murray. Mrs. Autumn 1-
McKinney, 321 Irvan Murra,
Raymond Freeze, Eon
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Truman H. Anderson, Box 2;
New Concord, Toy Jones, Ht. I
Box 47, Dexter, Frank A
Crocker, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Autry W. Smith (expired), Rt '
1, Box 180, Almo.
William Billings was born in• cornfield ill Langnor, Eng-land and died 112 years later in -
present with the Faith Doran
Circle having the largest
number of members present.
The Executive Board met at
nine a.m. and coffee was
served at 9.30 a.m. in the
recreational —hall by the
Wesleyan Circle before the
general meeting.
What do teenagers today
think about teenage
pregnancy, divorce, abortion,
mental health, gun control?
More than 1,000 Kentucky
future homemakers discussed
these topics and others at a
recent state Future
Homemakers of America
( FHA) meeting. in Louisville.
During the Session, national
FHA advisor Mildred Reel ran
a series of "Me Shops" in
which small FHA groups
discussed current social
concerns and their values.
The girls broke into groups
to discuss a topic given to
them by the group leader.
Some of the issues, rape,
divorce and ERA, provoked
spirited discussion from the
members. At the end of the
discussion period, reports
were given by selected
groups.
Miss Reel explained that the
"Me Shops" give a person a
chance to discover and ex-
press what she believes. "The
exercise is to teach the par-
ticipants what value is."
A majority of the members
believe abortion to be wrong.
However, they contend there
are situations in which an
abortion should be allowed. It
was noted that in all cases the
mother, father, and baby
should be considered in
making the decision. And, the
choice of an abortion is not
completely the woman's
choice, in the group's opinion.
Majority opinions on other
topics:
—Death and dying — it is all.
right to withdraw life support
system.
—Pregnant teenagers —
should attend separate sthools
or classes.
—Energy crisis — energy
conservation is the respon-,
sibility of each person, not
industry. the • philosophy, "once
—Alcohol — people should
not use it to escape problems.
—Family Planning — the
number of children a couple
wants should be their decision.
—Mental Illness — yes,
there is a stigma surrounding
mental illness. However,
treatment should be sought by
an individual just as if he or
she were physically ill.
—Gun control — it is not
necessary for everyone to buy
and carry a gun. Society is not
all that dangerous.
The groups were split on the
issues of rape and clivorti.
Half of those- voicing an
opinion believe most women
who are raped really "ask for
it" by the dress or behavior.
Many felt that the laws and
rules of our society should
continue- changing to make
divorce an easy decision while
an equal number advocated
married, always married."
A majority of the members
frowned on pre-marital sex,
noting, "sex should stay in
'marriage."
And on ERA, one group
stated that FHA should not
support it. However, there
were howls of protest from
'other:groups to this statement.
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..... P• L„•  BANK OF MortilirAY. KiEr4TucKv
in the State of KKrrructcy
State Bank No.
and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of
BALANCE SHEET
1_ Cash and due from banks'
2. U.S. Treasury securities
3 Obligations of other .U.S. Government igendes and corporations
4. Obligations .f States and poldical subitivisiOns
5. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
6. Corporate stock
7. Trading account securities
8. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
9. a Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
b. Less: Reserve for possible loan losses
c. Loans, Net
10. Direct lease financing
11. Bank premises. furniturtrand fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
12. Real estate owned other than bank premises
13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiarces and associated companies
14. Customers' liability tc this bank on acceptances outstanding
15. Other assets --
16. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 15)
ASSETS
LIABILITIES
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partherships. and corporations
18. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
19. Deposits of United States Government
20. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions
22. Deposits of commercial banks
23. Certified and officers' checks
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17 thru 23)
a. Total demand deposits
b. Total time and savings deposits
25. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money
27. Mortgage Indebtedness
28. Acceptances executed by Or for account of this bank and outstanding
29. Other liabilities
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and. debentures)


























a • No shares outstanding
a No shares authorized
S No shares outstanding
34.
35. Undivided profits
36. Reserve/Or contingencies and other capital reserves
37. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of dertis 32 thru 36)
98. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum  of items 30. 31, and 37) 
MEMORANDA
Average for 30 calendar days ending with call date














Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell (corresponds to teo) 8 above(
Total loans (corresponds to item 9a above)
Time deposits of $100,000 or more (corresponds to Memoranda items 3a plus 3h below)
Total deposits (corresponds to item 24 above)
Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase (corresponds to item 25 above,
Other liabilities for borrowed mone corree nds to item 26 abov
2. Standby letters of credit outstanding tas of call date)
3. Time deposits of 5100.000 or more las of call date)
a Time certificate% of deposit in denominations of $100 000 or more
her time deposits in ,amounts Of $100 000 pr more
lVtAx H. BRANDON. CASHIER
ie trisesonat Correa, to the best of nip knowledge and belief
...... ...
of the abote norord bank, do Rolerrudy
Cor,err- A freer
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B4 Doubts
WASHINGTON — Second thoughts
following the rhapsodic first reaction to
President Carter's cancellation of the
B-1 bomber are producing a different
response, confronting the
administration with serious problems
for which solutions are not presently in
sight.
A new great debate over U. S.
strategic policy seems assured, now
that the P•-1 supersonic bomber —
whatever its immense costs to the
taxpayer — has been scrapped. Plans
for such a debate are now being laid by
defense-oriented members of Congress
who want to know among other things
whether Mr. Carter has hidden plans
• for some new and cheaper manned
bomber to penetrate Soviet air defenses
after the B-52 dies of old age in the next
10 to 12 years.
The deepening concern inside the
defense bloc is that the virtual
abandonment of the strategic ( long-
range ) B-1 bomber — with no other
replacement for the B-52 yet visible —
was primarily a sudden money-saving
move with inadequate study of its
profound implications.
Some of these implications seem, at
least-on the surface, to pose horrendous
new problems. For example, under the
long-held American nuclear-balance
thesis of mutual deterrence, or mutual
assured destruction, the U. S. has
allowed its air defenses to atrophy. The
Soviet Union, to the contrary,, has done
just the opposite: constructed the
world's most remarkable air-defense
system.
No air defense has been developed
against the low-flying cruise missile.
Yet, even though U. S. experts hint
-- broadly that the American miasile may
be' equipped with' counter-electronic
measures that blind Soviet radars, the
threat of an eventual effective Soviet
defense against the cruise is real.
Moreover, it is axiomatic that what
the U.S. does, the Soviets
eventually can also do. Jimmy Carter's
Looking Back
10 YearsAgo
The Oaks Country Club Swim Team
-defeated the Mayfield Country Club in a
meet held at Mayfield on July 13,
according to Richard Kahn, Oaks swim
team coach.
neaths reported include Robert L.
( Bob ) Kelley, age 60.
The Rev. Paul Dailey will be the
evangelist at the revival meeting at the
North Fork Baptist Church' July 16 to
23.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Alexander were
honored on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception on July 9
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
The Rev. John Redden is serving as
pastor of the Spring Creek Baptist
Church. ••
The Carter family reunion was held
July 2 at the Coldwater Park.
'20 Years Ago
R. L. Cooper, administrative
assistant of the Calloway County Health
Department, said that they had
received their last shipment of federal
purchased polio tvaccine to be
distributed to doctors in Murray and
Calloway County and to keep some at
the Health Center.
Deaths reported include Bert
Hutchens, age 81, and Howie Rogers,
age 28.
Dwain Taylor, Danny Duncan, James
Erwin, Gerald Owen, Charles Nesbitt.
and Ralph Stewart of the Hazel High
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America attended the Leadership
Training Conference at Hardinsburg
July 9-13. They were accompanied by
Carman Parks, advisor.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Darnell on July 7, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Dowdy on
Roman Prydatkevytch, violin, David
Gowans, viola, Neale Mason, cello, and
Russell Terhune, piano, are members
of the Faculty quartet at Murray State
College. •
(0.60 ears Ago
Hazel Ann Dyer, Verona Smith,
Carolyn Hughes, Jennell Foy, Bobby
Kemp, Julia t'uqua, Ralph Morris, Rob
Brown, and Wells Hargis are pictured
as Calloway County 4-H Club delegates
at the state 4-H meeting in Lexington.
Total assets of the Bank of Murray
for, the_period ending June 29, 1947; are
$6,385,276.55, according to the published
statement.
Jean G. Crawford and George E.
Jones of Murray are two engineering
students taking a six' weeks practical
engineering course by the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, at a reservation
in Breathitt County.
The Purchase Shrine Club met Johv
abrupt decision to cancel the B-1,
leading to all-out U.S. development and
production of the cruise missile — not
as a bargaining counter for strategic
arms talks but as the replacement for
the long-range bomber — will
predictably lead to a crash cruise-
missle program in the Soviet Union. If
successful, leading . congressional
defense experts warn, this Soviet
capability will either force the U. S. into
an immensely expensive air-defense
progratn or hand the Soviets an
unacceptable advantage.
"We've got the marbles right now
with the cruise missle," a top military
expert told us, "but 10 years down the
road the cruise is going to turn into our
problem, not theirs."
There is, moreover, growing
suspicion on another.score on Capitol
Hill, even among ,hawkish members of
Congress who always have felt that the
air-launched cruise missile was the
American ace-in-the-hole. The
suspicion: that without the B-1 to take a
major role in the air-launched nuclear
bomb force — one leg of the strategic
triad — the 2,500 kilometer ceiling on
the range of the air-launched cruise
missije is clearly inadequate. That
ceiling was offered the Russians by
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance last
March, but never negotiated into an
agreement.
With the B-1 as its partner, it was felt
that the cruise missile could be
restricted to that maximum range
(about 1,500 miles) from the point of
launch. Without the B-1's versatility,
that range will give sanctuary safety to
vast Soviet areas, say congressional
critics who will make the ceiling a key
target in the upcoming defense debate.
The effect of the B-1 decision on the




barely begins with the question of
lifting that 2,500 kilometer range ceiling
for the cruise missile. More important
in the long run is the question of
verifying the range, numbers and
payloads of the Soviet cruise missile.
Verification lies at the heart of
congressional worry about any new
SALT agreement with the Russians.
Yet no way exists to "verify" the
existence of whatever numbers of
cruise missiles the Soviets say they
possess — once they master
development and move into production.
This presents the administration with
a profound problem. John L. McLucas,
who as Undersecretary of the Air Force
in the early Nixon days was head of
National Reconnaissance — the top
verification job — recently defined that
problem.
In a letter to the Washington Post
July 9, McLucas warned that "the
President is moving away from a world
of known weapon systems... to a world
here there is no way to count how many
each side has. He will have traded a
temporary advantage in technology for
a loosened control over weapons in
general."
Underlying these rising concerns is
the fact that Mr. Carter cancelled the
B-1 with no apparent offset of any kind
from Moscow, a paradox deeply
troubling to his critics.
The President's new budget
amendment, asking Congress to kill
$1.5 billion in B-1 funds and transfer
$500 million of it to the cruise missile,
was due on Capitol Hill this week. Mr.
Carter is certain to get what he wants,
but he may also get what he does not
want — the start of a great debate on
the strategic position of the U. S. as` it
looks ahead to a new period withd6t the
smarmed bomber.
BN 11.4 .1 hill,
homa.of44 r and Mrs. H. 1. Waldrop,
Murray.
The Rev, W. E. Mischke of Fulton will
be the evangelist at the revival meeting




God told the Israelites about the land
of sufficiency, safety, and satisfaction,
promised Ahem that He would lead
them to it, and assured them that it
would ,become theirs in acutal
possession through simple faith and
obedience on their part. Instead of
doing as God had commanded them
upon their arrival at the border of the
Promised Land, they requested Moses
tti appoint an appraisal committee to
spy out the land. For this task one man
from each of the twelve tribes was
chosen. After a search of forty days
these twelve men, who were chosen
because of their physical endurance,
quickness of eye, tact in emergencies,
and good judgment of the land and
people, returned and reported that they
had found a land of magic charms,
luscious fruits, alluvial soil, and
marvelous advantages, just as God had
described it.
Disagreement—Numbers 13:30-33
Ten of the spies reported that the
land was inhabited by such veritable
giants and that the cities were so
strongly fortified that it would be
impossible for the Israelites to take
possession of it. Their report caused
great disappointment, consternation,
and mourning. With difficulty and
persistence Caleb got permission to
submit the minority report. He and
Joshua wisely kept the allurements of
the Pomised Land before the people,
realizing that longings often overcome
cowardly fears. These men of faith did
not minimize the difficulties, but they
magnified the power of God. Their
faith, which was expressed in the
words, "We are well able to
overcome," was not natural optimism,
but an expressidn of real trust in God.
Caleb's words of encouragement
were quickly drowned by the protest Of
the unbelieving spies, who magnified
the strength of the enemies of Israel. It
is an easy and sinful thing to discourage
people when God is leading them in a
venture of faith. It is so much better to
persuade them to throw the weakness
of self on the power of God and go forth
trusting completely In Him.
Dissatisfaction—Numbers 14:1-3
After a feeling of disappointment,
which so6n developed into anger, the
people spent the night in self-pity and
weeping. Feeling sorry for themselves,
which is always a very unwholesome
thing, they tried to blame God for the
circumstanctnrin which they found
themselves. Instead of being grateful
for the way in which God had led and
blessed them, they directed their bitter
resentment against His courageous and
optimistic servants for bringing them
face to face with a task which
demanded so much faith, courage, and
dedication. They criticized Moses and
resolved that they would depose their
leader, elect another, and return to
Egypt.
Determination—Numbers 14:8-10
Caleb and Joshua protested the revolt
with a reassurance of the fruitfulness of
the , land, an exprepien of 'their
• 0'4 iritlais— *`•
I!
confidence that God would be with them
and enable them to conquer. and a nleR
that each of them perform his duty.
They sought to restrain the people from
doing that which was foolish end wrong,
and to cause them to exercise genuine
faith in the promises and power of God.
And these things they did at the peril of
their very lives. Because the people
deliberately rejected the counsel of
these men, refused to do as God
directed, thwarted His plan, and
disregarded His promises, they
naturally tried God's patience- to the
very limit and it became necessary for
Him to say, "It is enough."
Deprivation 4-- Numbers 14:20-23
Further patience on God's part•would
not have been a virtue, but rather an
indulgence. There is absolutely a limit
to God's patience with a sinful people.
By their rebelliousness against the
will of God they had actually merited
extermination, but, instead of going
that far in His dealings with them, God
demonstrated His abundant mercy and
great loving kindness by granting the
earnest intercessory request of Moses
to pardon and spare them. However,
through their disobedience the pople
had deprived themselves of the
privilege of entering the Promised
Land until a period of forty years had
elapsed, which time was spent -
wandering in the wilderness. Naturally,
in that time many of them departed
from the earthly scene. By their
disobedience to God so many people
deprive themselves of God's richest
blessing.
Bible Thought
... The Lord he is God in heaven
above, and upon the earth
beneath: there is none else.
Deuteronomy 4:39.
Of all that we would have and
possess, there is nothing of any
comparable value like the
majesty and goodness 'of
Almighty God!
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All looters caught during New York
City's electrical power outage
Wednesday night should be prosecuted
to the fullest. We heard one interview
with a looter who proudly proclaimed
the event as a "Christmas in July" for
the looters.
We think the looting and burning of
the New York businesses is a crime,
just as if it had occurred during broad
daylight at gunpoint.
We're glad we live in a community in
which we would feel safe if such a crisis
hit here. We have no doubt that the
residents of our community would join
together in a spirit of cooperation in
getting thrattgh such a crisis.
0+0
Just on that thought, an official of the
Tennessee Valley Authority said
Thursday that it is unlikely that the
government utility's (which serves us
locally) entire power system could be
brought to a halt by the same kind of
accident that blacked out New York.
"From what I understand, it was a
cascading event there," Godwin
Williams, TVA's manager of power
said. "One piece -of equipment was
knocked out by lightning and
everything else began falling like
dominos.
"These things occur in our system
fairly frequently," he added. "We've
suffered,, some tripouts and loss of
generation that sounded worse than this
without our system going down."
TVA is operating its power system at
near capacity thg summer because of
unusually hot weather, which also has
knocked some generating units out of
service.
0+0
Three years ago this month the
military government of Peru under
Gen. Juan Velasco Alvarado seized
control of the eight daily newspapers in
the capital city of Lima in a scheme to
turn the press over to "the people." The
net effect was to put government-
appointed executives in charge of the
papers and, not surprisingly, the press
thereafter dutifully supported the
government.
A coup brought in a more liberal
regime in Peru in 1975, and a ray of
hope emerged for the free press.
Several journalists who had been
forced into exile were allowed to return.
Some weekly papers that had been
suspended were allowed to resume
publication. Elections are promised by
1980, but the new president, Gen.
Francisco Morales Bermudez, has yet
revoke the decree expropriating
Lirna's dailies.
Gen. Morals Bermudez has been
earning some respect as a moderate,
but the press is either free or it isn't.
Peru could take a major step back
toward the ranks of countries which
respect freedom of the press if he would
return Lima's confiscated newspapers
to their owners — so that editors would




7th and Poplar Church of Christ
Is it possible that most of the religious
practice of our day is out of date or
otherwise ineffective in meeting the
needs of 20th Century man? Could it be
that the rituals and forms we cherish as
sacred are nothing more than crutches
for weak and uniearching men? Have
the 'keepers of orthodoxy' so
brainwashea us, that we dare not
question the conventional?
I am convinced that these questions
must be answered affirmatively for all
too many complacement Americans.
While the Bible is seldom attacked by
the average citizen, it's largely
ignored. In our land of plenty, we have
imitated the hogs who eat the acorns
and nevr look up to see the source of
the blessing. The 'land of the free and
the home of the brave' is in dire need of
taking inventory. While we with one
voice laud the virtues of the greatest
nation, our homeland, the land we love,
may we not become insensitive to her
problems.
Arnold Toynbee said, "Of the twenty-
two civilizations that have appeared in
history, nineteen of them have
collapsed when they reached the moral
state the United States is in now."
Rome is a prime example. Jenkin Loyd
Jones, Editor of the Tulsa Tribune said,
"Alaric's Goths finally poured over the
walls of Rome, but it was not that the
walls were low., It was Rome, inself,
that was low." Edward Gibbon gives
five basic reasons for rome's






1. The rapid increase of divorce; the
undermining of the dignity and sanctity
of the home, which is the basis of
human society.
2. Higher and higher taxes and the
spending of piiblic monies for free
bread and circuses for the people.
3. The mad craze for aeasure; sports
becoming every year more and more
exciting and more brutal.
4. The building of gigantic
armaments when the real enemy is
within; the decadence of the people. .-
5. The decay of religion - faith fading
into Mere form; losing touch with life
and becoming too weak to warm and
guide the people.
What can be done? If you feel that
nothing can be done, and your tamily
feels the same way, and your
neighbors, your friends, your religious
leaders, civic officials, and the general
masses of our apathetic society, then
that is exactly what will be • done:
NOTHING. If you care about what
happens to us, our children,
grandchildren and future generations,
would you have time (or take time) to
read and re-read the master plan. The
• 40he who created us knows, What's best
for us. Let Him speak to you through
His Word. Accept His teachings, obey
His commands, reap the benefits He
promises. On His side, we may lose
some battles, but.He and His ultimately
are going to win the war.
"Righteousness exalteth a nation; but
sin is a reproach to any - people."
(Proverbs 14:34) "Blessed is the nation
whose God is the Lord." (Psalm 33112)
4
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fait. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTL1NE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I was married to a
man for 13 years when we became
divorced. We later remarried for 17
yea is before divorcing again. Am I
eligible to draiv Social Security on his
work record? I'll be 62 this Decembe\
C.K.
ANSWER: Since you were married
for a total of 30 years, you are eligible
for Social Security benefits on his work
record the same-as if you were still
married to him. At age 62, you are
eligible to receive 371/2 per cent.of your
ex-husband's unreduced Social
Security benefit': However, your
husband must be drawing his Social
Security benefits for you to be eligible
now.
For people who are interested in
learning about the Social Security
program, Heartline has developed
"Heartline's Guide to Social Security."
This book is written in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form,
and covers retirement benefits,
widow's benefits, children's benefits,
disability benefits and many
interesting facts about Social Security.
To order your copy, send $2 to
-Heartline's Guide to Social Security,"
Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306. This
book is completely guaranteed. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have been working
under Civil Service for over 25 years
and am nearing my retirement. At one
time, I was also a member of a National
Guard unit. Can I receive credit for my
time in the National Guard toward my
retirement? R.C.
ANSWER: The only tithe that
National Guard duty canhe credited is
when the organization is activated in
the U.S. Army or Air Force, or when an
individual is ordered under ..„the
provisions of Title 10, United States
Code, to serve on active duty or active
duty training as a member of the Army
National Guard of the United States or
the Air National Guard of the United
States, which are reserve components
of the United States Armed Forces.
Training periods or other service
performed for a state government, or
when the National Guard is called for
duty by the governor of a state, is not
creditable_
HEARTLINE : I aby-sit my
grandchildren and am worried about
accidental poisoning. Can you give me
any rules to follow in 'an emergency of
this type? J.C.
ANSWER: The best rule is to try
preventing the problem. Make sure that
any poisonous substance is kept out of
reach of children and each one is well
marked.
However, in case a child — oranyone
else — swallows a poison, here are
some good rules to follow.
1. Find the poison's container. Most
containers of poisonous Substances
have printed directions on them,
2. If the poisoned person .is fully
conscious, induce vomiting. This should
be done only when the person is not in a
stuporous condition and there are no
convulsions. Also, make sure that the
poison swallowed is not a corrosive
substance such as kerosene, gasoline,
etc.
3. When 'vomiting and retching begin,
place the person face down, with head
lower than the rest of the body, so that
the vomit will not enter the lungs and
cause further damage.
4. Save the poison's container, or
some of the vomit, for a 'doctor's
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New York City Goes Back To Work As Power On
By MALCOLM N. CARTER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Pulsing again
with the rush of trains and traffic, New
York City wenL back to work today. as
federal officials opened their
investigation into why the lights went
out — and why they stayed out for so
long.
Today's Federal Power Commission
hearing in Manhattan, requested
Thursday by President Carter, was the
first by governmental agencies trying
to fix blame for the blackout that shut
down the nation's biggest city,for an
entire day. Carter ordered an FPC
report in two weeks.
Two other investigations were in the
works.
One probe was ordered by Gov. Hugh
Carey and one by Mayor Abraham
Beame, who declined at an early
morning news conference Thursday to
declare the city's state of emergency at
an end "until we are firmly convinced
and get reports from Con Edison that
the situation is in hand."
With most of 10 million customers of
Consolidated Edison Co. still without
refrigeration, elevators and mass
transportation, Beame on Thursday
appointed a board of inquiry whose
chairman had harsh words for federal
and state regulatory agencies.
Carey directed the regulatory State
Public Service Commission to analyze
why the power was lost at 9:34
Wednesday night during an electrical
storm and why it took Con Ed 25 hours
to restore it fully.
As the utility gradually brought back
power to a sweltering city, there was a
sharp drop in the abnormally high
numbers of fires and arrests, mostly for
looting.
More than 3,300 persons were being
dealt swift justice by casually-garbed
judges working overtime to arraign six
times the usual number of defendants
arrested in a day. .
Coated with the shards of broken
windows and the debris of looted shops,
streets in neighborhoods that poverty
already had broken were virtually free
of looters once again.
Nearly half of the 25,000-member
police force wasOn patrol at any time,
with 426 officers reported injured, 18 of
them seriously.
But at nightfall, the city returned to a
spectacle of lights that shone silvery.
Tieless, sleepless and wearing
shirtsleeves at a post-midnight news
conference, the haggard mayor warned
commuters to expect slower service.
Asked how he felt, the 71-year-old
Beame, who is running for re-election,
replied:
• 'I wouldn't want any public official to
go through the trying period all of us
have gone through."
Earlier he had accused Con Ed of
"gross negligence," implying the
possibility of a damage suit.
"We have been needlessly subjected
...to a night of terror in many
communities that have been looted and
burned," Beame declared. "We cannot
tolerate in this - age of modern
technology a power system that can
shut down the nation's largest city."
Blaming the blackout on lightning
strikes on a transformer and feeder
cables, Chairman Charles Luce of the
utility company said the mayor was
appointing a staff and by attending
today's hearing.
"All these regulatory agencies have
been involved for a long time and they
didn't prevent this from happening,"
wrong about negligence and added that
he expected a number of lawsuits.
No one came up with a sound figure
for the cost of the blackout and its
effects, but the estimate of losses
during a similarly disrupting subway
and bus strike in 1966 was $1 billion a
day.
Carey asked for federal disaster
relief from the Small Business
Administration to help merchants
repair damaged property.
In Washington, the chief of the SBA's
disaster unit, J.B. Alexander, said he
expected that relief would be granted.
He would not, however, estimate how
soon or how mach.
But -a spokesman for the governor
said the White House had assured
Carey that "the request will be
reviewed promptly and a decision will
be made as soon as possible."
Chairman Ira Millstein of the
mayor's board of inquiry said Thursday
night that he was beginning his work by
Carter Introduced To Nation A Year Ago
An AP News Analysis'
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (API — A year ago
tonight, Jimmy Carter introduced
himself to the nation. He began with
just a touch of irony, by recalling the
obscurity of his first campaign days.
"My name is Jimmy Carter and I'm
running for president," he said, as he
had on countless street corners in two
, years of cpaigning. -
There are other ironic echoes on the
anniversary of the Democratic
National Convention that sent Carter on
his way to the White House.
For items that were relatively simple
and certain when the Democrats were
celebrating at Madison Square Garden
now have yielded to the incredible
complexities of the presidency.
Thus Carter, who seeks the ultimate
eliinination of nuclear weapons from all
the world's arsenals, has decided
tentatively that the United .States




And while Carter once spoke of U.S.
arms sales as an unsavory, cynical
business, his administration concedes
the difficulties of drastically cutting the
traffic. Carter has instituted a policy of
restraint, but it seems to leave more
room for the weapons trade than did his
campaign statements on the same
point.
"I think one of the concepts that must
be avoided is di exact description
ahead of time of whet I, as president,
would do under every conceivable
circumstance," he said Tuesday,
avoiding the question of how and when
the United States might use nuclear
weapons in the event of war in Europe.
That has been the position of his
predecessors and it...will almost surely
be the position of his successors: on
matters of defense, the one man who
can make the decisions must not tell the
world what they would be.
So Carter favors an appropriation to
go ahead with production of the neutron
bomb, which would kit people with
radiation while minimizing damage to
buildings and surroundings. He says it
should be one of the options available to
the United States.
Carter also said that his position on
that weapon did not alter the campaign
pledge he repeated in his inaugural
address: "We will move this year a step
toward. our ultimate goal — the
elimination of all nuclear weapons from
this earth."
The President said the neutron 1:ietlib
...s.Shouldn't affect strategic arms
limitation efforts because it is designed
as a tactical weapon-, for battlefield use.
He also said it isn't a new weapon.
But Carter the campaigner seemed to
have a different view of such nuclear
weapons refinements. He told a United
Nations conference that arms
limitation talks should address not only
the quantity but the quality of nuclear
weapons, so as to halt the arms race in
technology as well as in numbers.
Carter was talking about strategic
weapons, but in terms that would have
seemed to cover the neutron weapon he
now is considering.
CAMPING OUT?
Most people like to camp near the water. There's just something about being around the water that givesyou that feeling of tranquility, relaxation_just to be still—to "breathe in" the beauty of His Creation_to bequiet and ??? Did you say quiet, in todays overcrowded campgrounds!.." Traffic, Motorcycles, Rowdiness,Ticks, Chiggers & Snakes and wet camping gear.
Maybe you would like to try our world of camping. Not just near the water but 014 the water. Its a wholenew world of relaxation. If you really enjoy the big, wide world of outdoor pleasure, we challenge yourthinking to see if what we say doesn't have some merit.
We have brand new "Camping" 36' Houseboats in stock with minimum equipment for as little as 512,950%
The worlds finest pontoon boats — Harris Flote-Bote, in stock, camper kits for 24 or 28 footer — Ski &
Cruise by day-camp by night (yet people say you can't have your cake and eat it too) Then for day use, we
have the big plush, trailerable Harris Deck-Craft with full furniture. Boy-oh-boy thats some boat!!Check us out
Let us show and demonstrate to you what a world of pleasure 'we have to offer for you and yourfamily—Then you decide after a no cost, no Obligation demonstraikon on the water.
Don McClure Grayson McClure
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right ca 280 Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner's Grocery. Take bIncktep
into Ponvomo to first stop sign, turn right then left and you have °rived.
Telephone 436-5483
Decisions, clearly, are more
complicated from the inside.
So. too, on the question of U.S. arms
sales abroad, a major target of Carter's
campaign criticism. -- - -
'At the same time, that administration
reporj warns that other nations,
including the Soviet Union, might try to
move in, to take over U.S. arms
customers and clients.
_UAL  is exactly 41e._.argument past
administrations have used to support
their arms sales policies. If the United
States wouldn't make the deal, they
said, then someone else would — and in
the process, Washington would lose its
influence over the situation.
While Carter once discounted that
reasoning, his report to Congress
concedes the problem it poses for his
effort to curb weapons sales abroad:
"If others begin to fill the vacuum we
leave, the pressures in this country to


















































the 50-year-old lawyer said, adding that
"we're not out to get anyone — we want
to get the facts."
Replied Public Service
Commissioner Charles Zielinski, "Our
investigation and report will respond to
the assertion and we'll see whether it's
correct or not in light of the report."
Lester Stuzin, head of the PSC's five-
member task force in charge of the
investigation, said the unit would
concentrate on the hour before the
blackout and the time it took to restore
full power.
Stuzin, who investigated the 1965
power failure that shrouded the
northeast, said it should not have taken
more than a few hours.
"We're going to look very closely as
to why it took so long to put back the
system," he said.
A Con Ed spokesman dodged the
question.
"That's going to be the subject of a
number of investigations," he said.
The federal investigation will try to
determine whether an "act of God" or
mechanical problems caused the
blackout.
The president of New York's City
Council, Paul O'Dwyer, who is seeking
re-election, disputed Con Ed's account
of lightning strikes on the basis of talks
with employes who work at the Indian
Point No. 3 generating plant in
Buchanan, where the utility said
lightning knocked out a transformer.
"Con Edison Co. has set up a defense
to claims of damage by calling it an 'act
of God,— O'Dwyer said. "God had
nothing to do with it."
The PSC.. commissioner said his




















29 Edge 39 Adhesive sub- 45
31 Mood stance
32 Nod 40 Free of
35 Most spirited 42 Remainder
36 Hindu yrn- 43 Wai
bals 44 Secret
37 Hostelries agent


















  AB Plaything 
-51- Man's nick-
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Peoples Bank Money Tree
Come on out to the fairgrounds and see our Money Tree-You
know it could be yours!
(We'll let you in on a little secret. This money tree isn't,
really growing, but you can make your money grow with a
savings account at Peoples Bank.)
.•
onew
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LOCALS IN CAMP - Nine local yeangsters ors ettondiug the INSU Football Comp this week.
They are top row, left to right, Leo Cottrell, Richard Simon, kirk Warren, Bred Bryan and Rusty
Smith. Front row, Chris Grasty, Tommy Workman, Jerry Spann end Earl Sirdsong.
Staff Fbetes by Mike Browlen
Nolan Ryan Refuses To
Play On All-Star Team
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK. (API It's
beginning reappear as though
the American League may not
field an all-star team for the
All-S4r Game.
First it was pitchers Frank
anans of-- the-- 'California
Angels and Mark -The Bird"
Fidrych of the Detroit Tigers
who suffered injuries this
. week that forced their
withdrawal from next
Tuesday's All-Star Game at
Yankee Stadium. Ironically,
AL. Manager Billy Martin of
the New York Yankees was
figuring on one of them as his
starter.
On Thursday, just as the AL
reserves were announced, one
of the. selections, second
baseman Don Money of the
Milwaukee Brewers, had to
leave a game with a strain of
the lower back. It was not
known whether the ailment
would affect his All-Star
participation.
And later in the day,
fireballer Nolan Ryan of the
Angels, who was named by
Martin to replace Tanana,
said he would not go as a
second-hand choice.
"I'm not going," Ryan said.
"I heard there was a
possibility I might start. Well,
that might be very difficult
since I'm going to be lying on
the beach at Laguna. If I can't
go on my own merits, I'm not
going."
To replace Fidrych, Martin




The rest of the AL pitching
staff, announced earlier,
consists of starters Jim
Palmer of Baltimore and Vida
Blue of Oakland plus relievers
Bill Campbell of Boston, Jim
Kern of Cleveland, Dave
LaRoche of the Angels and
Sparky Lyle of the Yankees.
For his other bench
strength; Martin named
catchers. Thurman Munson of
New York and Butch Wynega.r
of Minnesota, first basemen
George Scott of Boston and
Ron Fairly of Toronto, second
baseman Money, shortstop
Bert Campaneris of Texas,
third baseman Graig Nettles
of New/York and outfielders
Fred Lynn and Jim Rice of
Boston, Ken Singleton of
Baltimore, Larry Hisle of
Minnesota and Ruppert Jones
of Seattle.
The AL starters are catcher
Carlton Fisk, shortstop Rick
, HEAVER() - Randy Mireiold, formerly of Murray and now
living in Reidland, lets go of pass toward one of his receivers
in the Racer Football Camp which is being conducted this week
by the MSLI football staff.
Burleson and outfielder Carl
Yastrzemski of Boston; first
baseman. Rod Carew of
Minnesota; second baseman
Willie Randolph and outfielder
Reggie Jackson of New York;
third baseman George Brett of
Kansas City and outfielder
RichieZiskof-Chicago.




night. The Astros' team doctor
said the injury might keep
N6.ndujar qMJI.. of . the. All-Star
Game, but the pitcher said
otherwise.
"I tried to throw a fast ball
and it felt like somebody shot
me in the leg with a gun,"
'Andujar said. But it's .not
going to keep me out of the All-
Star Game because it's such
an honor to play."
The NL reserves were to be
announced today.
The NL has won the last five
All-Star Games, 13 of 14 and





(AP) - When the curtain goes
up on the football season this
fall, East Tennessee State
University will definitely play
its home opener in its
problem-plagued sports
minidome.
At least that's what officials




completion two years ago but
has not been used because of
leaks and structural defects in
its roof. The facility was also
tangled in a complex web of
lawsuits which were recently
settled out of court.
Dick- Schroter, project
manager for . Kaiser
Aluminum- which supplied
the material for the
dome-said the facility also
would be available for some
preseason practice. Kaiser
has agreed to replace the roof.
East Tennessee State will
play the University of North
Alabama in the opening game
of the 1977 football season
Sept. 10.
The dome also is to be used




The A's and Reds picked up
wins in Kentucky League play
Thursday night.
In the first contest, the A's
overcame a seven-run
uprising ill the second_by.the
Cubs to post a 10-9 win.
Ross Bolen _ had three hits
for the A's w,h1le Jimmy
Barrow, Marline Cochran and
Steve Hatton each had one hit.
For the Cuts, Quentin
Prescott - and Mickey
Thompson hit safely.
In the second gatiieDVrd
West fanned 12 batters as the
Reds ripped the Twins 21-4.
Rusty Wright had three hits
to pace the Reds while Shane
Guthrie and West each had -
two hits. Alio hitting- saeTY
were Jeff Dowdy and Sean
Ms.clure.
For the Twins, Dave
Randolph had two hits while
Kyle Smith and Michael Foust
had one hit apiece.
The season in the Kentucky
League ends tonight.
TO PLAY TONIGHT - The Murray Colt Loom Ali-Stars will he piny*, mobs? Felton at ép. a. tonight in tournament ploy at
Mayfield. The tourney, which is &obis oliminntion, will roe Swoosh Sunday. filonebors of the teem ere top row, loft to right,
Brooks Gibson, coach, Tem Gibson, Bred Taylor, Creig Pon', Rick Smith, Donn Cherry, David Stripling, Alms Gibbs nod Bill
Taylor, coach. Front row, Tim Berkley, Oil Milton, Mickey Spann, Oil Wilson, Kim Sims, Thomas Randall, John Denham and David
Mathis.
(Staff Photo by Mks beads.)
Boone Was Seattle Slow, Not Slew
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - If Bob Boone realized that he
was Seattle Slow rather than Seattle Slew, the Philadelphia
l'hillies might be approaching tonight's twi-night
doubleheader with the Chicago Cubs just three games off the
Cubs' pace in the National League East.. -
Instead, the second-place Phillies are four games back
starting a four-game aeries with the Cubs, most of whom
watched the St. Louis Cardinals rally for three runs in the
ninth andthen score twice in the eleventh Thursday night for
victory over the Phils.
Boone got four hits in five at bats, but he was thrown out at
third, second and home before the loss was a fact.
• ' Billy (Demars-third base coach) tried to stop Bob the first
time, and Tony (Taylor-first base coach) hollered for him to
stop the second," said Miller manager Danny Cita tr. -TT
was poor base running and I'll talk to him about it."
Boone had logical explanations for his headlong dashes,
but. none took. into consideration his lack of base running
speed. He did have an excuse for being caught at the plate in
the eighth. DeMars waved him home.
But despite Boone's base running problems, the Phillies
had this game all wrapped up with a 5-2 lead in the ninth
.alning.  Another poor relief, job. by. Gene.. Garber _cost .the
Phillies the win.
The Cubs came to Philadelphia Thursday afternoon after
their game in New York against the Mets was postponed
because of the power failure. They saw Garber serve a single
ilhpinchhitter Lou Brock leading off the ninth, followed by
kedSiznmons'..1.3th home run. That 43ediiced the Phils-leatto
5-4.
Tony Scott singled and stole second while Garber was
getting Ken Reitz to fly out. Ozark then brought in Ron Reed
to pitch to pinchhitter Dave Hader, who struck out.
St. Louis manager Vern Rapp sent Dane Iorg to bat for
pitcher Butch Metzger. lorg, who was traded by the Phillies
to the Cards June 15, singled across the tying run.
* The game droned into the llth with Rawly Eastwick
against Tug McGraw, the third Philadelphia reliever. With
one out McGraw walked Mike Phillips.
"You can't walk those .188 hitters," McGraw was to say
later.
Hectot Cruz then batted for Eastwick and rifled a double
just inside the third base line into the left field corner, scoring
Phillips.
On the throw to the plate, Larry Bowa was charged with an
error when his relay sailed past Boone and Cruz steamed into
thircl. C.nit scored on an infield out. • •
The Phillies came within a foot of tying it again in the
bottom of the eleventh against Al Hrabosky.
Hrabosky got the first two batters, but Jerry Martin
singled. Greg Luzinski socked a line drive to center that hit
the fence a foot from the top. It went for a double, scoring
liffirrin-PathElier-Dive Johnson, however, flied out to end
the game.
McGraw explained his confrontation with Cruz.
"Hector outsmarted me," said the Phillies' reliever. "I
had him all set up for a screwball. I tried to get him inside
and he got me. Give him credit."
Cruz said he was guessing inside and got his pitch in the
strike zone.
"Tug, he , pitch me the same way all the time," Cruz
explained. "He throw me three away and then he come
inside. I expect a ball inside, but he throw a strike. I see it. I
hit it."
Each team scored twice in the first inning, the Cards on
Roger Freed's, two-rua homer, the Phillies on Jay John-
stone's two-run single.
In the sixth, the Phillies bombed St. Louis starter Bob
Forsch with three home runs, by Luzinski, Richie Hebner
and Boone, for a 5-2 lead. It was Luzinski's 19th, Hebner's
11th and Boone's sixth.
Jim Kant started for the Phillies and worked seven ifinings
before Ozark decided he was tired. McGraw, the fourth
Phillies' pitcher, took the loss, his first in five decisions.
Eastwick (4-5) got the win, with Hrabosky pitching the 11th
















10:00 A.M. - Beef Cattle Shows
7:00 P.M. - Music Show
The very best in CountrrarictElluegrass Music
—For Family Entertainment
*Shirley Ray
Nashville Recording Artist *Shelia Knight
Nashville Recording Artist
10:00 A.M. - Hog Show
10:00 A.M. - Farm Bureau 'Day






















Chicago 52 32 .619 -
Phila 49 37 .570 4
Pitts 48 39' .552 51/2
S Louis 47 42 .528 71/2
Montreal 39 47 .453 14
N York 34 52 .395 19
West
57 32 .640 -
47 39 .547 81/2
42 49 .462 '16
41 49 .456 161/2
39 53 .424 191/2
32 56 .364 241/2
Thursday's Games
Chicago at New York, ppd.,
power failure
St. Louis 7, Philadelphia 5, 11
innings
Cincinnati 7, Atlanta!
Houston 4, Los Angeles 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago . (Bonham 9-8 and
Krukow 7-6) at Philadelphia
(Lonborg 2-3 and Christenson 7-
5), 2, (t-n)
Pittsburgh (Reuss 4-9 and
Rooker 6-5) at New York (Todd
2-3 and Zachry 4-9), 2, (t-n)
San Francisco (Williams 4-2
or Montefusco 2-7) at Atlanta
(Solomon 0-1), (n)
St. Louis (Falcone 4-6 or
Dierker 2-5) at Montreal (J.
Brown 6-7),(n)
Houston • (Bannister 4-1) at
Cincinnati (Moskau 0-1), (n)
Los Angehts (JOhn 9-4) at San
Diego (Freisleben 2-5), (n)
Saturday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh at New York
Houston at Cincinnati, (n)
San Francisco at-Atlanta, tit)
St. Louis at Montreal, (n)




















Chicago 52 35 .598 -
K.C. 48 38 .558 31/2
Minn 48 40 .545 "41/2
Texas 43 43 .500 81/2
Calif 41 44 .482 10
Oakland 37 49 .430 141/2
Seattle 39 53 .424' 151/2
Thursday's Games
Chicago 2, Toronto 1
New York 6, Milviaukee 3
Boston 7, Cleveland 4
Baltimore 6, Texas 1
Kansas City 4, Detroit 3
Seattle 4, California 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cleveland (Bibby 8-6 and
Dobson 3-8) at Texas (Blyleven
7-9 and Bariger 0-0), 2, (t-n)
Detroit (Roberts 4-8) at To-
ronto (Byrd 1-2), in)
Boston (Stanley ,6-3) at Chi-
cago (Wood 3-2), (n)
Neer- York (Guidry 6-4) at
Kansas City (Splittorff 6-5), (n)
Baltimore (Flanagan 6-8) at
Milwaukee (Sorenson 2-2 ), (n)
Minnesota (Zahn 7-7) at Oak-
land (Medich 5-4), (
Seattle (House 2-3) at Califor-




Baltimore at Milwaukee, ( n)
New York at Kansas City,
(n)
Cleveland at Texas, (n)
Boston at Chicago, (n)










LIME LEAGUE ALUSTARe-  Thi Murray Milo Lisps NA-Stars ION bkplaying at 64, p m. Toon* It hobos. They %TM play
the whom of kloaday's game Whams Padveah sad Mayfield East. Morabors of 1k?... are -Mg row. Hit to right, Jim Key,
mak Dom, Woods; cm*, Ohms Duman, David McCeiston, Jimmy Watt, Ed& Darypess, Ray CaliM, Dad Dank= mrd Tam-
my Lyons, coach. Front row, Tim Brown, Stem, Rood, David McMillen, Gary Galloway, Robert Stoat, Mort town, Craig Dar-
man, Melly Santropodo aadlt01111i0 &WOW
(Staff Mini by Mike Ibuistee)
Good Deals, Youngsters
Key For Cubs' Success
BfliERHEL NISSENSON_
AP Spoils Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - In the
six seasons Bill Buckner spent
with the Los Angeles Dodgers,
playing against the Chicago
Cubs was something special.
"It was," says Buckner with
a wicked grin, "a chance to
build up our Average."
Buckner is on the Cubs' side
of the fence now ... make that
the Amazin' Cubs, the first-
place Cubs, who haven't
finished in the National
League East's first division
since 1972 but lead by four
games as they begin, an
important four-game weekend
series with the runnerup
Phillies in Philadelphia
tonight.
"This is a different team,"
says right fielder Bobby
Murcer, a first-year Cub who
is one of the major reasons for
the improvement. "It has
better defense and more
punch than last year's team.
We're just playing good,
steady baseball offensively
and defensively and we're
getting good pitching."
Murcer, who spent the last
two seasons with the San
Francisco Giants after a six-
year hitch with the New York
Yankees, sees a similarity
With the one-time Yankee
Four Homers
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -
Gene Locklear of the Syracuse
Chiefs slammed four homers
to tie an International League
baseball one-game record




showed what a designated
hitter can do. His four homer
performance ties him with
five other players for the
single game mark.
Locklear swatted a two-run
blast in the second inning to
begin his night, added another
two-run shot in the next
inning, and solo four baggers




Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Wall Paint makes old rooms look young
again! Covers beautifully, dries quickly. with no painty order Paint a
room in the afternoon, entertain in a that evening. Complements your
furnishings, retains its colorful heauty for years. Cleans up easily with
sump anu water. Spruce-Up.. . the most beautiful paint a little money can
buy!
Saye $2.50
Regular $8.99 per gal.
$6"NOW
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
104 MAPLE STREET PHONE 753-3161
MURRAY, *ENTUC KY 4207 1
dynasty.
"Delesus, Ontiveros, it's
the same as the old Yankee
teams which had guys sitting
on the bench who could play
elsewhere- but never got the
chance," he says.
Shortstop Ivan DeJesus was
up briefly with .1.,os Angeles
the last three seasons, but the
Dodgers were committed to
Bill Russell. So last Jan. 11
they shipped DeJesus,
Buckner and Jeff Albert to the
Cubs for Rick Monday and
Mike Garman.
A steal for the Dodgers, the
experts said. .
Third baseman Steve
Ontiveros came to the major
leagues with the Giants during
the 1973 season but shifted
between third base, first base
and the outfield and never
played an entire campaign as
a regular. On Fee" 11, the Cubs
acquired Murcer, Ontiveros
and Andy Muhlstock for two-
time National League batting
champ. Bill Madlock and Rob
Sperring.
A steal for the Giants, the-
experts said.
"The experts have been
wrong before," says relief ace
Bruce Sutter, who leads the
majors with 23 saves in
addition to a 5-1 record and
1.15 earned run average.
"Spring training was more
rts
Miirray Ledger & Times
Local Swim Team Loses
Dual Meet At Paducah
The Murray Swim Team fel}
to 2-3 on the season in dual
meet competition as they lost
3731/2-2571/2 to undefeated
Paducah at Bob Noble Park
Thursday night.
The short-handed Murray
team was again performing
without some of their better
swimmers.
For the boys, Clay Furches
won three events while Eric
GM' RISIRTS
Medley by













14 and wider: 1. Kathy
Walston, Martha Pit-
man, Kim MrCoart and
Mary Anne Duvall.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray,
Kathy May, Leslie Hun-.
ter and Julie Billington.
Freestyle
6 and under: 1.
Megan Cappock. 3.
Mary Morgan.
Sand under: 2. Laura
Farris. 3. Shannon
Christopher.
10 and wider: 3. Leslie
Franklin.
12 and under: I.
Charlotte Shroat. 3.
Missy Conner. • -
it and wider: I. Mary





6 and under: 2. Megan
Cappock.
10 and under: 3. Leslie
Franklin.
12 and under: I. Kate
Shepard. 2. Slimy Can-
ner.
14 and under: 2. Kim
McCoart.
15-18: I. Robyn Ray.
8 and under. 3.
Walston.
12 and under. 1.
Charlotte Shroat. 2.
Kate Shepard.
14 and under: I. Mar-
tha Pitman. 21 Kim Mc-
Coart 15-18: 1. Robyn
Ray.
ledIvideel Medley
8 and under 3
Charla Walston.
12 and under 1
Charlotte Shroat 2.
Kate Shepard.
14 and wider: 1. Mar-
tha Mum. 2. Kim Mc-
Cant.
1S-111: I. Robyn Ray.
Abazoris won in two events.
For the girls, Charlotte
Shroat, Martha Pitman and
Robyn Ray all won three
individual events.
The home season for the
Murray Swim Team will end
Saturday when Murray hosts
Greenville to a 9 a. m. dual
meet.
Here are the results for
Murray in Thursday's meet:
Breaststroke
6 and under: 2.
Megan Cappock.
8 and under: 2. Cherie
Walston.
band under: 2. Leslie
Frankhn. 3. Margy Bur-
chfield.
.12 and under: 2.
Suzanne Pitman. 3.
Carohnt Schoenfeldt.
14 and under: 1. Mar-





and wider: 3. Shan-
non Christopher.
10 and under: 3. Leslie
Franklin.
12 and under: 1.
Charlotte Shroat. 2.
Kate Shepard. 3. Missy
Conner.
14 and under: 1. Mar-
tha Pitman. 3. Kim Mc-
Chart
'11318: I. Robyn Ray.
-Freestyle lbelay














14 and under: 2. Mary
Aline Duvall, Mary Laf-
ser, Martha Pitman and
. Kim McCort. 3. Diane
Adams, Christine
.Grogan, Janis Lentz and
PauletteKelly.
15-IS: I. Robyn Ray,
Kathy May. Leslie Hun-
ter and Julie Billington.
BOYS' MATS
Medley May '
and wider: 1. Eric
Easley, Tim Greer,
Aaron Barrett and Eric
Allmon&
10 and under: 2. Eric
Abazaris, Rob Marquar-
dt. Jim Whitlow and
Chris rranklns.
Freestyle
6 and wider: I. Tripp
Nix.
8 and under: 1. Eric
Alesoris.1. Tim Greer.
Idand under: 1. Chris
Franklin.
•-
12 and under:- 3 Mike
Holloway.
14 and wider: I. Mark




Sand wider: 1. Tripp
Nix.
8 and under: 2. Erie
Abazoris. 3. Thn Greer
10 and under: 2. Chris
Franklin.
12 and under: 3. Mike
Holloway.
14 and under: 3 Kent
Eversmeyer.
15-18: 1. Clay Por-
ches.
ladloWaolMadsy
8 and under: 2. Eric
Abazorls.
10 and under: 3. Rob
Marquardt
12 and wider:, 3. Mike
Holloway. •
14 and under: 2. Mark
Whiteford.
15-18: 3. Clay Por-
ches. .
Breaststroke
Sand wider: 2. Tripp
Nix.
S and under: 1. Eric
Abazoris.
10 and under 3 Chns
Franklin.
14 and wider: 2. Mark
Humping.
-15-18: 2 Chip Por-
ches.
Bettorfly
8 and under: 2. Eric
Easley. n
10 and wilder - 2. John
Hassell.
12 Ind wsder. 3. Mike
Holloway.
14 and wider: 2. Mark
Whiteford. 3. Mark
Huaswig.
15-18: 2. Chip Por-
ches.
froestYkleist
















Jerlene Sullivan Wins Medal
Play Honors At Murray Club
Although the temperature
hovered in the high 90s
yesterday, Jerlene Sullivan
coolly went about the task at
hand - that of winning the
ladies' medal play golf
tournament at the Murray
Country Club for the second
time in the past three years.
Mrs. Sullivan started play
Thursday with a seven-stroke
lead over Betty Lowry and
Carol Hibbard after posting an
81 in the opening round
Wednesday.
4 On her opening nine
-yesterday, she parred six and
bogeyed three for a 41,
enabling her to gain one stroke
on Mrs. Lowry and six on Mrs.
Hibbard, who soared to a 47.
Her three first-nine bogeys
came on the second, fourth
and sixth holes.
On the back nine, she
o'pened with a- bogey at 10 but
got it back on the 11th with a
birdie. She then parred 12 and..
13 before faltering momen-
tarily to bogey (our in a row.
Site then naffed the 18th for 43
and an 84 for the day.
• This gave her a 165 total for
the 36-hole tournament and a
nine-stroke edge over Mrs.
Lowry who came in with 86
Thursday for a 174 total. Two
strokes back finished Evelyn
Jones_ with an 85 for Mir-
a  less  a_ f eeling-out process- 
_.day's round and a 14 total.
because Herman ( Manager Mrs. Jones won- levr net. in
HermartFranks didn't know
us and we didn't know him.
But towards the end of spring
training we started playing
pretty good baseball."
And they haven't stopped
yet.
"We just play-to stay in the
game until the seventh
inning," says Murcer. Then,
the Cubs usually turn things
over to Sutter, whom Franks
calls the best reliever he's
ever seen.
the flight with 148, and Phyllis
Kain and Mrs. Hibbard tied
for second with 156. Mrs. Kain
was declared the winner fter
their cards were matched.
Toni Hopson was the first
flight winner with 184, eight
strokes in front of Euvie
Mitchell. Sue Costello, the
tournament chairman, took
low net honors in the flight
with 159.
Mrs. Hopson held a four-
stroke edge at the end of the
first day's play over Margaret
Shuffett and put together a 95
to win while Mrs. Shuffett
slipped to 100.
In the second flight, the
winner was Dianne Villanova
with 201 after overtaking the
first day leader, Louise Lamb,
with a 95 round Thursday. One
stroke back was Edith
Garrison at 202.
Anna Mary Adams won tow
net in the flight with Miss
lamb second.
Betty Scott was the winner
in the third flight, posting a 110
Named Assistant
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
- Larry Finch of Memphis
has been named assistant
basketball coach at the
University of. Alabama in
Birmingham by head Coach
Gene Bartow.
Finch was a star at
Memphis State when Bartow
was coach there. He is the first
assistant hired by Bartow
since he left the coaching post
at UCLA to become UAB's
athletic director and head
coach.
The school plans to field its
first basketball team in the
fall of 1978.
Finch played at Melrose
High in Memphis, Memphis
State and two seasons with the
Memphis Solinds of the
American Basketball
Association. He has since
coached junior high and high
school ball in Memphis.
Thursday for, a tournament
total of 223, three strokes in
front of Jean Nixie. Mrs.
Dome's 168 net score took that
honor.
In the fourth flight, the
participants in which played
only nine holes each of the two
days, Cindy Ashby shot a 59
Thursday to overtake the first
day's leader, Aurelia Batts,
with a 121 tournament total
Mrs. Batts was second with
123 after posting a 66 Thur-
sday, and Vickie Baker
finished third in the flight one
stroke back at 124.
Evelyn Jones and Dianne
Villanova tied for low putts for
the tournament with 61, and
after their cards were mat-
ched, Mrs. Villanova was
declared the winner.
Pairings for the ladies'
annual match play tour-
nament at the club, scheduled
to start July 26., will be based







if !IV 4 1.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
1977 Model
Year End Sale
A111977 Cadillacs - Oldsmobiles
Pontiacs Going At Bargain Prices
Now 's The Time To Buy
The Best-Selling Cars Ever
The 1977 Fleetwood Brougham, Coupe deVille and Sedan deVille deliver all
the luxury, security and elegance you expect of a Cadillac. With agility, pickup
and responsive performance that could surprise you. But you have to drive it
yourself to see why its outselling every other Cadillac in history.
We would be pleased to arrange it. 7
Bonneville is a special ear for special people. People nho knon %here thi. 're
going and how they want to get there. People ‘thio appreciate style. People Liki- -
you. Come in today and experience Bonne% illy.
Its interesting to note that Cutlass has become am. of a merica's most
popular cars in a time' w hen nen ear buers are so hard to please You'll find
Cutlass to be a car t.nginei:red and manufactured to nice' the needs iii id:iu
demanding buyers.




G;-, Ponti,Jc - Cadillac
Sabs4priu. ustirmers Are u
tint err,









Th‘e Mets and Astros picked
up wins In Pony League play
Thursday night.
In the opening contest, the
Astros coasted to a 10-5 win
,- over the Orioles.
1: Mark Denham picked-up the
• win for the Orioles, who
received a solo homer off the
„bat of Jamie Morganti in the
'third inning.
Eddie Requarth ripped four
hi tolead the winners while
Jaale Morganit had two. With
one hit were Walter Payne,
Mark Denham, Joe Harmon,
Mitch McClard, Terry Butler,
Kelly Rogers and Kirk Starks.
For the Orioles, George Bell
, and Todd Bradshaw each had
.two 'hits while Gary Starks,
Don Hargrove and David
„Story each had one hit.
In the second game, the
Mets took over first place with
a 5-2 win over the Indians. The,
Mets are now 5-1 while the
Indians are 4-2. •
Kim Wilson won the game
-for the Mets,.challting up 12
strikeouts and allowing three
',hits. Robert Santagado, who,
: fanned 10, pitched for.., the
i; Indians.
- . The Mets scored three times.
in the last of the sixth_to snap a
2-2 deadlock. Theley hit was a
• two-run triple by Dan Key.
For the Mets, Kelly Calvin,
Darwin Bumphis, Rich
;Rollins, Dan Key_ and Mike
:Gough au had one hit. For the
Berberich,




NEW YORK — The
' continuation of the power
failure which struck New
York City,Wednesday night,
. postponed Thursday's
.afternoon game between the
'Chicago Cubs and the New
York Mets as well as the
continuation of Wednesday
night's suspended game.
STATE CHAMPS - Throe Murray junior golfers picked up :tato titles Tuesday in the Stet,
Junior Golf Tournament held at frankfort. They are from left to right, Connie Spam, Todd Contri
and Velvet loses.
Staff Photo by MU Brandea
Seaver Fires Two-Hitter And
Foster Belts Three Homeruns
By-KEN -RAPPOPORT- ---
AP Sports Writer
Tom Seaver is certainly the
perfectionist. He isn't merely
satisfied with a no-hitter — it
has to be "arty."
-A no-hitter isn't
necessarily anything," says
the Cincinnati pitcher. You
can pitch a no-hitter and give
up 10 line drives. If I pitched
an 'artful' no-hitter, that
would be something."
It would be just like Seaver,
then, to • relish his
performance Thursday night,
even if it was "just" a two-hit,
7-1 victory over the Atlanta
Braves.
"We needed a win today,




YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD, Inc.
753-5273 _ Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
- kik-Our-Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
marvelous pitching
performanc., the Reds got
_
some marvelous hitting from
George Foster, who is on the
hottest long-ball streak of his
big league career.
Foster drove in five runs
with three homers, taking
over the National League
home run leadership with 28
and padding his league-
leading RBI total to 88.
"I thrive on pressuie," said
Foster, succinctly.
On his unusually MO
offensive totals, Foster
remarked:
"I can't help but think about
records. (But) I don't set
specific goals for myself.
Goals are good as far as
setting guidelines for yourself,
but if you think about them too
much, you feel letdown if you
don't accomplish them."
In limited National League
action, the Houston Astros
defeated the Los Angeles
Dodgers 4-3 and the St. Louis
Cardinals ' tripped the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-6 in 11
innings. The Chicago Cubs and
New York Mets were
postponed due to the after-
affects of the massive power
shortage that struck New
York City Wednesday night.
Seaver, who also slugged a
On June 25, 1876, George Armstrong Custer ig-
nored his scouts' warnings of many Indians
gathered at Little Big Horn. So he rode out with





It is always 0 serious error to ignore numbers or talk
about them in vogue terms.
See the sharp electronic calculators at
Cagle Business Systems, before you're..
out numbered.
C




home run, walked the first two
batters in the game and then
retired 18 batters in a row.
Willie Montanez hit a one-out
double in the seventh inning to
end Seaver's bid for his iirst
career no-hitter. Foster
became the 14th Reds' player
ever to hit three home runs in
a game.
Astros 4, Dodgers 3
A run-scoring double by
Jose Cruz and an RBI single
by Joe Ferguson in the eighth
inning broke duel
.between All-Star pitchers
.ftaguin Andujar of Houston
and Don Sutton of Los Angeles'
and rallied the Astros dyer the
Dodgers.
The Dodgers, who have lost
five of their last six games,
had taken a 34 lead in the top
of the eighth on a solo home
run by Reggie Smith, his
second of the game, before the
Astros rallied.
Yastrzemski All-Time




replaced Ted Williqms as the
Boston Red Sox left fielder 16
yearsi ago, has now replaced
the "Splendid Splinter" as
Boston's all-time leader in
hits.
"I think Ted Williams was
the greatest hitter of all time
in baseball, and if he hadn't
missed those five years in the
service, I'd probably still be
chasing him for 10 years,"
Yastrzemski said after getting
a single and a home run
Thursday night to increase his
career hit total to 2,654.
Williams, a member of the
Hall, of Fame, was d Marine -
pilot in World War II and the
Korean conflict. -
-Anytime you pass a guy
like that, it's a thrill,"
Yastrzemski said.
With Yastrzemski's two hits 
and Butch Hobson's third
home run in as manny.games,
the Red Sox battered the
Cleveland Indians 7-4 to
remain atop the American
League East Division race.
In other AL games
Thursday, the 'Chicago White
Sox edged Toronto 2-1, the
New York Yankees defeated
Milwaukee 6-3, Baltimore,
stopped Texas 6-1, Kansas
City downed Detroit 4-1 and
Seattle knocked off California
4-1.
White Sox 2, Blue Jays 1
Richie Zisk raced home
from second on an eighth-
inning error to back
Ken Kravec's three-hitter and
give Chicago its victory.
Kravec outdueled loser Jerry
Garvin, who yielded just four
hits.
Zisk and Lamar Johnson
walked after two were out in
the eighth. When Eric
Soderholm's sharp ground
ball ricocheted off Toronto.
third baseman Dave McKay
into left field, Zisk scored the
winning run.
Yankees 6, Brewers 3
Two home runs tw Reggie
Jackson—his 14th and 15th of
the year—and a two-run
homer by George Zeber
powered New York to its
victory over Milwaukee.
Jackson smacked a two-run
roundtripper in the seventh,
snapping a 1-1 tie, and after
Graig Nettles followed with a
single, Zeber slammed his
third homer of the season.
Orioles 4. Rangers 1
Ross Grimsley threw slow
and slower, giving up just
seven hits, as Baltimore
downed the Rangers.
Grimsley shut out the
Rangers after the first inning
after pitching his first shutout
in two years in his last start.
The Orioles scored twice in
the first with the help of a
throwing error by Bump Wills
ad Ken Singleton's RBI
dgeble.
Royals 4, Tigers 3
Frank White continued his
hitting streak with a single
and double, driving in three
runs to pace Kansas City to
victory. White's RBI triple to
right in the sixth inning
marked the fifth consecutive
game in which he has driven
in a run.
Jason Thompson and Ron
LeFlore homered for the
Tigers.
Mariners 4, Angels 1 '
California pulled off 'a triple
play, but Dick Pole and
Enrique Romo combined to
hold the Angels to just three
hits as Seattle snapped a
three-game losing streak.
Angels relief pitcher Dyar
Miller needed only one pitch to
record the three outs.
Miller entered the game in
the fifth inning with runners at
first and second. Lee Stanton
hit Miller's first pitch on the
ground Idthird baseman Ron
Jackson, who stepped on the
bag for one out, threw to
second for a force, and the
relay to first retired Stanton
by a step.
GOLF
SUTTON, Mass. — Fred
Marti cut out a record 64 and
established a three-stroke
lead in the first round of the
$250,000 Pleasent Valley Golf
Classic.
Ray Floyd and Dale Hayes
each shot 67 to tie for second
place. Tom Watson and Jack
Nicklaus, who fought off each
other in last week's British
open matched three-under-par
68s to share third place.
111011 INN Ell Inn all NIS INN RI In MB
11 x14 Family Group Portrait
In Living Color $4.95
THIS SPECIAL OFFER PORTRAIT JUST
INN
BEAUTIFUL FAM1111 PORTRAIT OF YOUR FAMILY
in Natural Color
* No appointment necessary
Limit one portrait per family
* Wide variety of pcses
Please present this adv. to
our photographer.
50c Packing & Handling
One Day Only Monday, July 18th
Phot. At Holiday Inn
Hours 12 Noon to 8 P.M.
Cannot be used in conjunction with other adv. offers
INN EN NMI
Open wide for The Works Bat
And build yourself a burger exactly
like you like it at Burger Chef
The Works liar. Where no two burgers
come out alike.
Where you put on your own lettuce or
tomatoes or pickles or onions or catsup
or mustard or our very own scrumptious
sauce.
Any of the above. Or all of the above.
Where .011 transform an a1re5dy delicious
100% -all beef burger into exactly the
burger your mouth wants.
What power. What individuality. What
choices. Pile it on, it's worth it. There's no
extra cost, you know,
Where? Only at Burger Chef. -
So open wide America for The Works Bar.
And know the true meaning of a mouthful.






































































By Abigail Van Buren
Youth Confirms
Abby's Statement
DEAR ABBY: Someone asked you if a 13-year-old boy
could get a girl pregnant, and I'm glad you said yes
because I am living proof of it.
Five months ago I got a 15-year-old girl pregnant. Her
parents and mine raised a terrible fuss and sent threats
back and forth. The girl finally got an abortion, and we
aren't allowed to see each other again.
Might I add that my puberty started when I was 11.
THIRTEEN AND OLD ENOUGH
DEAR THIRTEEN: And might I add that you aren't the
only 13-year-old boy who wrote to confirm that fact? I also
heard from several girls stating that they had become
pregnant' at the age of 12. (Readers: If you find that
shocking, consider this: In 1976, 12,642 babies were born in
the U.S. to girls between the ages of 10 and 14.)
• DEAR ABBY: lam a fourth grade teacher employed ins
suburb of Minneapolis, Minn. During the past few years I
have found that most of my students seem to appreciate
physical contact.
In early December my building principal called me into
his office and told me that a parent had called the
superintendent and expressed concern that my actions.
were, if not morally improper, certainly "weird" and
abnormal.
After my initial shock I asked who complained, and what
specifically was the nature of their complaint. I never was
told who, but I was told that each of the following actions
was cause for alarm.
1. I had allowed some of my students to occasionally sit
on my lap.
2. I had occasionally given a student a back • rub.
3. I had occasionally given a student a hug.
For many months thereafter I have been continually
impressed how a paranoid, bigoted, uniformed minority
could make a life miserable and influence school politics. -at I deeply regret that an all too influential element of my
community finds it impossible to accept a MALE teachei.
who is physically affectionate to his students but has no
intention of sbxual exploitation.
How can 1 possibly continue to meet the human needs of
my students when I am expected to respond like a
cold-blooded computer?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSE-Li': I fail to see what being male has to
do with the criticism. I'm sure a female teacher would be
criticized for giving her students bacii-rubs, allowing them
to sit on her lap and hugging them.
While your motives may have been beyond reproach,
the kind of physical contact you engaged in might easily be
mistaken for intimacy beyond acceptable limits.
Kindergarten and possibly first graders, yes—but fourth
graders, no.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.




FOR SATURDAY, JULY 16, Or
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gY841 %
A day in which to emphasize
stick-to-it-iveness.- Curb an




(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Keep travel and en-
tertainment plans flexible.
Some last-minute changes are
possible, but accept them
graciously. Don't argue point-
lessly.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Single-handedly, you can
institute improvement in many
areas, bolster self-confidence in
others, tie up loose ends. Minor




(June 22 to July 23) GO
Influences suggest
precautions against needless
errors, intemperate acts and




( July 24 to Aug. 23) ittiC
Don't be overly aggressive
now. Hassles, useless, time-
consuming disputes could mar
the day. Keep your head above
such troubling waters.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may gain more ground
than many now, but also be held
back on occasion because
others are feeling more














(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ant
You may run into some
complicated situations. Analyze
carefully; discriminate bet-
ween fact and rumor. Don't
reject a proffered idea before
you have fully understood it,
however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkeltic•
Give of your know-how and
experience and express your
opinions if asked but, in the




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )410
Give a new twist to routine to
break its monotony. If an en-





(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) via
Teamwork will be your key to
accomplishment during the
next 48 hours. Even if you have
to call someone at a distance to
help further your aims, don't
hesitate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine day in which C5
capitalize on your unusual gift
for combining the creative with
the practical. You can produce
some excellent results now.
PISCES 
-X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 10) C.
Venture forth where your
beliefs are sound and you are
sure you have the knew-how. In
the latter connection, you may
need a bit more experience.
YOU BORN TODA'Y, are a
happy, wa rm- he &tea in-
dividual, intellectual in your
leanings, and endowed with a
great love of heritage and
tradition. You have e deep
Interest in people, place § and
events and would make an
excellent journalist or news
commentator. You also have an
affinity for nature and the
outdoors and could become an
outstanding agriculturist. You
tend to be more restless than
most Canceriani and this trait
could lead you to travel and
exploration — if you use it
constructively. A mere scat-
tering of enemies through want
of change, however, could
hinder success. Birthdste of:
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Eng.
painter: Mary Baker Eddy,
founder of Christian Science
Cburch; Barbara Stamryck and
'Ginger Rogers, noted screen
stars.
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Cash and Due from Banks
Investment Securities
U. S. Government '9,197,326. 10,962,772.Federal Agencies 1,652,332.
,
1,652,776.State & Municipal 9,526,497. 8,021,356.Federal Funds Sold 5,000,000 4,500,000.Loans & Discount, Gross 53,691,625. 43,829,236.Less Unearned Discount 1,469,336. 17147,012.Reserve for Loss on Loans 283,496. 259 022.Loans & Discount, Net 51,938,793. 42,423,202.Bank Premises & Equipment 2,811,488. 2,480,607.Accrued Interest Receivable 999,460. 816,502.Prepaid Items & Other Assets 93,618. 99,352.
TOTAL ASSETS 85,086,299. 75 004 062/
1977 1976LIABIUTI-E5
. Demand Deposits 18,818,728. 17,3.72,134.Savings Deposits 16,589,224. 13,148,364.Time Deposits 42,239,865. 37,540,487.Total Deposits 77,647,817. q8,060,985.Accrued Interest Payable 1,077,322. 1,131,768.Accrued Taxes & Other Liablities 23,370. 66,060.Deferred Income Taxes, Posstble Loan Losses 212 848. • 225,879.
78,961,357. 69,484,692.CAPITAL DEBENTURES 500,000. 500,000.
CAPITAL
Capital Stock 740,000. 740,000.Surplus 2,000,000. 2,000,000.Undivided Profits 2,654,357. 2,034,668.Reserves for Contingencies 230,585. 244,702.TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 5,624,942. 5,019,370,
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAVAL DEBENTURES
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Carter Not Planning Troop- Reevaluation
WASHINGTON AP) —
President Carter has no plans
to reevaluate the planned
withdrawal of U.S. troops
from South Korea despite the
downing of a U. S. Army
helicopter by North Koreans
in the first potential military
crisis of his administration.
The North Koreans have
been relatively restrained in
their references to the
incident, a mood which has not •
escaped the White House.
Carter's press secretary,
Jody Powell, noted Thursday
evening that "both they and
we have remained reasonably
calm in our statements
compared with past
situations."
He said that by Thursday
afternoon, the situation room
at the White House, "which
the night before was bustling
with activity with the
secretary of defense, the
secretary of state, the vice
president and the national
security adviser and all the
sophisticated communications.
equipment, was calm and
quiet with its normal
complement of men,"
The North Koreans,
rejecting a request from the
United Nations Command to
meet for a discussion of the
incident Thursday or early
today, said they would attend
a session at 11 a.m. Saturday
-410 p.m. EDT today.
The U.S.-led U.N. Command
announced in Seoul it was
accePting the offer and asked
Phi Beta Lambda Members
Attend National Meeting
Six members and one ad-
visor of the Murray State
University chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda at Murray, Ken-
tucky, Were part of the
Kentucky delegation that
attended the 26th Annual
FBLA-PBI. National
Leadership Conference in
Denver, Colo. on July 5-8.
The major business of the























Aattaosizeril Ihrth Iheader Coats,
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
national officers for the 1977-




Paducah, and Jamie Walker,
Bloomfield, Mo., _ Murray




received the fifth place award
in business law and Walker
placed sixth in the executive
typiit event. Murray State
University also received the
Gold Seal Chapter Award that
is given to .individual local
chapters who meet certain
. prescribed requirements in
programs, projects, and
activities.
the communists to return the
surviving crewman and the
three bodies at that time.
There was no indication
whether the request would be
met.
The North Koreans said
today the helicopter crew
ignored "repeated warnings"
before the craft was brought
down.
Powell said earlier at his
daily news briefing that
Carter's plan to withdraw
over the next four to five years
the 33,000 U.S. ground troops
in South Korea was based on
the ability of the South
Koreans to defend
themselves.
He said he knew of nothing
related to the helicopter
incident that would change the
administration's plans.
The North Koreans opened
fire on the helicopter, a CH47
Chinook, Thursday after it
strayed north over the
demilitarized zone separating
North and South Korea. Three
crew members were killed. A
fourth Was wounded and
captured.
The Defense Department
identified the four as Sgt.
Robert C. Haynes, 29,
Anniston, Ala.; Sgt. Ron
Wells, 22, El Paso, Tex.; CWO
Glenn M. Schwanke, 28,
Spring Green, Wis. and CWO
Joseph A. Miles, 28,
Washington, Ind.
Pentagon officials said they
did not know which of the men
had been killed.
The last time a U.S.
helicopter was shot down over
North Korea, the North
Koreans said it was "a
provocation by U.S.
imperialists." The first
meeting on the incident did not
take place until Aug. 29, 1969,
12 days after it occurred, and
the three crew members were-
not released until Dec. 3, 1969,
when the United States signed
a document stating that it was
responsible for "a criminal
act."
FLAG PRESENTED—Rita Elkins and Bob Taylor of the classified advertising depart-














by stattpCarroll Hubb rd. The bow y
The Gold Seal Chapter
Awards were given to only
four per cent or less of the
total chapters in the nation. In
addition to competitive
events, there were in-
formative workshops, rap
sessions, and a varieq of
speakers. A formal.. awards
banquet was held the last
everane- which 'featured -the -
presentation of national
awards and the installation of
the newly ete-Cted officers.
Approximately thir ty -five
members made up the Ken-
tucky- delegation. Those .Phi .
Beta Lambda members at.-"
tending from Murray State
University were Summers,
Sarah Kirk, Benton, Walker,
Phillip Powers, Meade
County: Dirk Morgan, Bard-
well and Dr. Marvin Albin,' .
advisor, Murray. Julie Brown
of Benton, also attended as a
guest. Other Kentucky schools
represented at the conference







Phi Beta Lambda is the
national organization for
postsecondary and college
students interested in and
preparing for careers in
business and business
education. ApProxim-ately
1,000 students and advisors




University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Happiness is an inside job! It can't be bought,
borrowed, or stolen. Happiness isn't a "buy-
product", but a by-product. Happiness is a
state of mind. So many people aren't happy
because they seek it in circumstances, rather
than character through self-seeking rather
than surrender to God; by greedy ac-
cumulation of material things, rather' than
laying up in store of eternal riches.
Jesus says: "Take heed, and beware of
covetousness: for a man's life consisteth not
in the abundance of the things which he
possesseth." (Luke 12:15) In spite of these
divinely spoken words, our affluent society
still clings to the tragic philosophy that the
more we get the happier we will be! If you
would be truly and eternally happy, read and
cultivate the character qualities announced
by the Word of Life. (Matthew 5:1-16).
It's the gm/tut thing in tho world
to be a Christian.
- Choose from bag of 12 poly ,
soft sponges, 3 round bevel-
ed bath sponges, or double






1 0 0 
Quiet, and 'powerful swivel top
cabister with u-photstery - toot,























- 2 FOR 100
Protect your furniture, car-







Latex redwood stain won't crack,
blister or peel, and is weather re-
sistant. No Drip latex is quick-dry-
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Val
Baptist Baptist _ _ _._. . Methodist
, SCOTTS WOW
Worship Urdu UN. •   . m MEW paoreana
peeing WomMO 6 7611- tn. Sunday School 10 a .m
UAMAIWIL Preaching Service . item
Morning Worship 11:0 a. m. NightlY Service 6 p m
Evening Worship : 30 m












16. 43 a. m.Morning Worship :
Evening Worthip 7 -00 p. m
Wel HMI
Morning Worship II:01a. m











Wwthip Service 11 a.m., 1st Nadu, 10 111 a.




Wednesday Evefune 7 00 D. m. Worship Service 1,38 a. m.
MOM SPINS 
1Morning Worship 11:11IAL 
Sunday School 11 am
Evening Worship 7:13 p.m.
NORT16101 GOOD S
MINIIIND NAITO
Monne( Worship 11.00 a, m. Church of Christ Worship Service 11 Ala. in.
Evening Worship 7 .00 p. m. Nazarene Sunday School 
9:30 am.
NAM BAPTIST NEW peovionia mums= WIWI
Morning WonMp 11 00 a m ISINMAT C11111101 
Morning Worship WOO a. m. Sunday School 
Mina. in.
Evening Worship I, xi Months Worship 11:00 a. in.
Evening Wondup 7 30 p m Sunday School 0:65a.m.
POUR MINN Morning Worship 10:43 a. m.
Morning Worship 11. 06 a m 
N. Y . P. S. Worship 5i 15 p. in.
p. m.
univieurt ORBIT WM,
Morning Worship isle a. a, Smithy School HMIs. m.
Morning Wore* 11 AN a. at.
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m Evening Worship 6:00 p. m.
WedneadaY WoraiuP 7410 p. m.
GRACE WRIST
Sunday School 1143 am. - WOW WOW mum
Morning Worship 10:45am. Warship 11:411a.m.
Ringing, Evening Woos. - 5:30,6:00p.m. stdrirschool 10:00 a.m.
B1000 RIVER Ev -I 4 Warship LIS p.m.
Morning Worship II :00 a. m N.Y.PX Worship 5:01Ip.m.












Evening Worship cps p. m:
Evening Worship
WISIN PLAIN
Bible Study 10 a.m. COLDWATER MUD
Worship Service Dm-
Wed. Worship 
10: 45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Word* Service 11700 am. lat & kid 
' 7:E. P.m- day., 11:00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sunday School
WIST MURRAY 10:01 a. in. tat 4 Ind Smiley, 1110 a. in. 3rd
Morning Worship MIN a. in. • at Sunda
Evening Worship 5:00I p. in.
IIALKI NIU OWED
OWN WOVE Morning Worship WIN cm.
0111111RAPTtST
Slanting Worahip 11,00 a. m.
noreename ydraw
how hew large iil'Itqw deb se
Morning Worship . III:50a. m.
Even Worship 6 :OS p. in. 
Sunda, Schwa' 11,01 a. in.
Evening Worship / 7:30 p. m. Pentecostal
manor mail or year cleG
-, lowardatim .SWORN & POPLAR
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
hew poor. ni. rosily inapertand thing Is the
&web. If God dur Me saw-
HIEST MITINDIST
W iporsh Service It 40 11. III. worship IA& 11.41a.
'
Morning Worship 11350a.m. AUi10 MONTS
Evening Worship 60(113-
of your le not ceenareworm.. ,_
be
Evening Worship 4:80p. m.
NEW COIMOOD
m. Morning Worship 1100a.m.
INN MT. CARMEL MISSONARY ' Evening Worship 7:3.013. m.
Morning Worship it .00a. m. NATO, MEW CONCORD
tem mum moth
God reveals himself throng& his Word-the eau, Tin
MISSRS MAKI 11111171D
Morning Service 1..1 a m Sday School 111.0011. in.
Evening Worship v'v•P 'a Morning Worship 11:1111.:th
Simday School 00 a. rn.Evening Wonhip 7 ,00 p. m. 10: 
• Ohio control In • char& school
PLEASANT VAUTT
Morning Worship 11:10 a. in. LYNN WOVE
MAT BAPTIST Worship Services W 00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
should ploy a port your
ChIlArea to leers the imperious Ilervii.
Evening Worship 5.05 P. M- Morning Worship Service 11:011a.m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6 41p m. Sunday School • 10:00 a. m.
should eoutireee
is tenches. God be the eersersteme ef your
SECOND STRUT Sunday Scheel 10:011 a. m
Monung Worship 10:43 a. m.'
Worship Services 11 : CO a.m.. 7:30 p.m.
CIINIT CORNER FIRST ASSEMBLY
Morning Worship I 1 :00 a. m Of GOD
shoold also
lit.. II he inn yes. them suet today to had st firm Nun.
&elm- Isar Ole God
III I Evening Worship 8: 00 p. m. INISNEN mama!111111110111P Morning weroitip Gordan 11:311 a. ni.
School 10:00 a.m. Sunday School 10:40a. m.Evening Worship 7:00p• m• Sunday School 10:00 a. m,
WA WOVE Morning Worship 11:00 a. in.
Morning Worship 11 :03 a. m. Sunda, Evening 7:00 p.m.
your with or your eoroarstooe.
(
Sunday
Morning Worship 11: CO a. in. Droning services: 1s1., 3rd. & 0thMisdays
NAM CNINECII  '' Preaching Service 8.39 p. in.
Evening Worship 7:03 p. m. Thurs. Wit 7:00 p. m.
SALEM WENT • • UNITED, 311 WAN AVE.
Morning Worship 11: CIO a. m. Sunday School 1000a. m. -






Ruble Study 10:00 COU1CRIAPGROOND
A.M. Worship 10:10 Worship Service MAO'. to.
P.M. Worship 6:04
Mid-Weal 7:00 DUTIROARDIN INITID
COLDWATE Worship Orr** M: Ma. in.SUGAR CREEK Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
/donna* Worship 1100 a M. WOrthip Service 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7, lb P. m- Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
.0WENS OIAPTI MIST UNITED
Months Worship . ' 11:00a. m. Sunday Worship 10,00 aril. 10:00 p.m. _ _ __.,
-Evening Worstdp -  --- -- - - -1:30-p. m. -- Tees.- &-ThUrs: 7:017p.m.-
MOUNT MORES IIIIEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30a. m.
Worship . . 11:10a .m.
LONE OAK P1RIAMVE
lot Sunday 200 p. rd..
3rd Sunday - , 10:30a. m. Christian
OLD SMINI RAPIST
Sunday &Mani " 10:0ff a. m. FIRST CHRISTIAN
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Morning Worship 10:511am. us pi woolsack), WOO a. m.
Evening Worship S'elf-ga- lat lard & ob Sunday
12111311 OWN
Of ONNST • -' 
- MT. NINON -
Sunday School 10:00a. m. 
Wendt) Service 111:110 a. m. lat Sunday e
Moreau Worship 10:110*. m. - 
11 . 00 a. en. 3rd Sunday: Dioday Scbool 11 :11.
a. m. 1st Sunday - 10:0 a. in. Ind, 3r11, &NI






Study 11:0. a. m.Warship WM a. m. Mid itutdop: '
Morning Worthip 11:Me.m. 11 AO a. m. 1th Oulu &eft School 111:111
Evenuig Worship 8:10p. m. a. m. 1st, trd, & Itb Seeder 11:111 a. m. Ind
Similay ,
Presbyterian , WATSON CRAPESAIM 01111101 •
Melvin Ilarvelg as •tions• - - 0:01. tn._._ _ , __ 





Eli hie School 9,30 a m
Morning Services 11:00.a. m. Evening Service 6:00p. m.
Evening Services . ' LOS p. m.
CNINtol Off JEWS glint
FAIIII BAPTIST Of LATTER DAY SANDS
Wioning Worship 1100a. hi: Son -day School 1041a m.
Evening Worship 6:30p.m. ST. LEO CATINXIC
LOCUST WOVE CHUM
Yarning Worship 11:00a. m. Sunday Mum 8 a. a. m., 430 p. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. in. Satiwday Mass 6130 p. m.
aim= STRUT GENIUS CNOSTIAN SCIENCE
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im.... fta•New haw. avalbem. 1., ',',
Nairn MAN a.m. 
ampa-
=p Service 11:1111a.m. IA & 3rd Sunday • , • Cala. in.
NOWN PLEASANT WOVE Evening 
7:10 p. m.
Sunday School 9:49 am. kid & Ni Sunday 11:4111a. in.
Worship Senrice 11:00 a. m. No Evening Worship
DAR WOVE BMW MOW
SLInday School 10,00 a, in. let 12 3rd Sunday 11:0Ba.m.
Worship Services 11 ii. m., 7p. in. bid& 40 Eurl,MY . . I:30a. m.
Evening 6:011p. In.
SOWN PLIASANT WOVE
MOWIT PLEASANT Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:90 a. m. Morning Worship" 11 Ma. in.
Evening 7700 in.Fanner Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky.. Sun-
- Morning Worship 11:00a. in. days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
. .." •
' ,. ... -•.„, ,
' ..... PO Or OM
• 0.1.04•7.117. Vs 1.1101 4
' - '
Evening Worship 7:110 p. in p.
MINT PRIMITTIMIAll STOWS'S CISAPEL WNW
1.1111111111 MISSIONARY SAPTIST Wednesday I p. in.
pOrtaringSchool 10:00a. m. MINNAN'S WITNESSES
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m. watchtower 10.30 a. m. 
Wednesday night 7:00 P. in Bible Lecture 9.39 a. in.
SPINS IMEMI MAWS ClIAPR A.M.I.
SAPTISTONNICS - ' - 7 Worship Service, 11:00 a.m., 7 :00 p.m.'









- Churcii School 0:30a. m. Morning Worship 11:43•.m.
Worship Service 10:43 a. m. &mday School 10:45 a. in.
Evening Worship 7: 011 p. in Worship Hour 9:43 a. m.
Church School 11:00a. m.
ST. JONN BAPTIST CNIMICII ' "" IMAIIMMIR /UMW NMorning Worship 10:4 a• m. Sunday School 9:15a. m.
Sunday School 
. 
9: a. m Morning Worship 10:30a.m.
DEXTIR BAPTIST ammo - , SIVENDI OAT ADVENTIST
.Wedessday Service 
• 7,0 p_oo Sebbsth School Sat. 10:30 a.m.
&sir* School 14:64*.m. WaraftiD Service 
























Paul Welch Bogs a Beauty Trenholm's Drive-In
Concrete Products Beods 
Zit ,Don
 SPECIAL






Septic Tanks - Driveway Culvets •
Stock water Tanks
Pre-Cut Concrete""Anything in -Cu 




After1 C e fmin Us  Church
Inv Alta, five Points 753-7992
 d.. ....-
Bible i Church *pies
Roferonce t Inspirationol Books
. Lun es - Steaks ,-Sandwiches
'Jesus Saves'




Kentucky fried ekiekte COMPLIMENTS Farmers Grain Wells Electric
-Complete
- hart End Algorism
Tene-lip Rep* Unice-
"WS Flow Lickin' Good"
Paschall Truck Lines
753-1717
& Seed Co. 402 N. nth
-Complate A
Try Oar Delicious limf and Nome Sandwiches
Rt. 4 Den Boaz-Owner
SIM 5. 710 753-1751
Raillater & Ants Glom Simko Sycamore at 12111 Call in Orders 753-7101





Top Graft Vend Cars
Bed Coldwater W. Phew 7S3-6448
PHILLIPS ..Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
66 South 2nd753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC




"Bowling At Its Best-
1415 Main St. - Ph. 753-2202
A.B.C. play school
-
4, News 445 Ca. II S p.m. • $ Days
_,,, 4....) Worship With Your Chadren
4"4-4-A.:_e'•2-- )' . *Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryon Ave., Mwrtry 7534807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 lack E. of S. 12111
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Enginos-Radotors Remind
A COMPUTE PARTS DEPARTMENT
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Dunn Furniture
T.V. 8. Appliance





1105 POINO Phone 753-14/9 605 Maple St. 753-4424 Industrial Road Phone 753-1319 thick Jeffs Shopping Canter 753-3037
0
Oa Hwy. 64 at
Phone 174-2702
Freed Cotham Co., Inc..










Bel-Air Center Open 9.9
Acres of Mon.-Sot.
Free Parking 0100 it 1-6 Sen.
Slap For The
Nutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For Aft Your Fertilizer floods"
103 Maple • 753-1933





- Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers 
Inc.Shop/
-Go To 0-1;_...'`h Sunday-
Tiny Tot 
.
•S' . Day Carlo
4 i• I 
. ,
Intents To 5 Years4' Kentucky Licensed
6 30 a.m. -5,30pin,











Let us Entertain You
Murray
Theatres
Randy Thornton Service Co.
air Conditioning . Ilein.^9 c "min. Eafritaratiaa
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's








Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 11:311 sm. - Clefib 11:11011.m.
Sew* Open 400 sm. - Om. 11,00 pia.
WA 1 XII - Phone 753.0131
Kelley's Termite 8,
, . Murray Memorial Gardens Kentucky Lake
Pest Control
We ass plastic &
wood troatntont for






Thornton Body r- ilk
Shop ','. •,;,
24 HOW' WrIIPCker Service4rZ.i
Body Work A Poi Mina
Oil Company
MISERS Of SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Murray Calloway, Groves,
100 So. 12141 St. mold hinges 
7S3-3914
641 North - 753-26S4
403 Maple 753.1713 Nite 753-24E6. 2112 Coldwater lid 733-7404 Serving753- 1323 end Goble Coortiet
Bel- an Menme Como
•
VS Roy's Top Shop 
t '
SpecIallting la Vloryi Reefs,
dir. :::,> Original Isasipeanat Material
Shirley's Florist &..,
Garden Center
FTD wen for AU Occasions
West Kentucky Rural Electric




PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS, Hoes* Plants Landscaping Phone 753-5012 hies, Heerlen- Setift 06 7S3-607, 0.. No. 4th Streit Phone 753-1921
SOO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944
Grecian Steak House
Tom Androwi - Tow Host





West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sea's Girl. Mosaiger
%gyms Gm..., Calk./.1 MO' °Mt Caillele Counties in ity. and
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM - MGR. Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and ServiceWe ar. minim meads Daly, Mon. Mon Noun.
M., Sao., Sea. • Ellen@ Tao Special •
is.. Ivo tin. 641-Cal in Orders to 753-4419
Wheat & Soybeans






Ky. Lake Stine Pori Ph. 4744245
'1. 
Phone 753-5802 • XS N. 4th St.
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Schedules For The Week Of July16-July 22
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2





10:30 - See Train
I 1 :30 - Am. Bendsten
12:30 - Racers
1:00 - World Tomtit
2:30- Ovtdoor Adv. Theatre
00 — With) WorW of Sowts
5.30- Newsweek
6:00 - Music Nall
7 00 - No vie
10:00- kern:rata





7:0 - Tem henry y 6:25- Ag. U. S. A.
Jahn*, 6:55 - Fenn Digest
7:55 -Schefheese Reck 7:00- Wooly Woodpecker
11:00 -kooky Dee 7:30-PIN halter
9:2$- Senates's* lick 9:011-Speed boggy
9:30- Kraft, Sopersiew 9:30- Megeter heed
10:30- loperfrionds 10:00-Spies Ghost
11:00-041 Bell Comte 10:30- Big Jib., lit& Jame
11:30-A'.. Ileadsteed 11:00- Load of the lest
12:30- The Racers 11:30-Kids from CAPER
1:00-US Fenn Report 12:00- Net hdge Skew
(JO Ale -is -ritt*--ifirtery Len
3:30- Wild Kingdom 1 :00 - lasebel
4:00- Mira ef Sports 4:00-Irak Affair
5: 30 - News 4:30-Pep Goes Me Co.
6:00- lanes:es Wel 5:00-Pint,, Warmer
7:00-Mail. S: 30 - Noadi vile hlesic
10:00- Newt 6:00- Sonny Sc..,
10:15-Ni'.'. 6:30-Rents Nashville
10:30- Den Kiser Rock 7:011- Ihnergesey
Skew Movies
12:00-Sign Off 10:30-News















1:30- Nashville this Ina
2:00 - Mew; C oirf.
2:30-Lie. Range
3:00 - Perry Mason
3:00 - Cana Canto
5:30- Ners
6:00-Nee liew
7:00- Mary Tyler Moore
7:30-IN klewhert
8:00- Al in the Family
8:30-Alice













10: 30 - lie Mkt, little len
11:00- lea of the lest
11:30-kids free Caper
12:00-RFD-TY
12:30- Atop Dee Fencepost
1:00- Ilasehell


















1 :00 - Fet Abet
11:30 - Ark II
12:00-000 Childree's F. w
testiest
:00-5oterdey Metope
:00- PM& Mein tenon






8:00-Al in the Fink
8:36-Ake
9:06- Miss Inverse Pageant
11:00- News
11:30- Gnomon
12:30-Neekville on the Rood
I PINGI- 2
6:00-F. You Slick Women
7:00 - Nee Rage Inert*/6:30- bible Beptist
7:30- Day of Di ry7:00 - Amex* Greco
8:00- loses leases8:00 - little Ratchets
8:30- Oral Roberts8:30- Three Stooges
9:00-Old Time Gospel Mr.9:30- Rex Nomberd
10:00-Ad'.. of Gingen10:30- Woonsent not.
11:30-Coate News Conf. 10'30- Allime19' Anismelse 11:00- Wags A Answers12:00- Issue's &Answers*
11:30-Den Tang12:30-lobby Vinton
12:00- k. Anse Anything1:00 - Owtdoor Advents,
3:30-Movie I 12: 30 - Direction
ence We& Gees2:30-Lawr 
1:00 - Movie5:30- Wild Kagdosn
4:00-Dreg lbcing6:00- Nerdy Boys
7:00-Six maim, Dan Mae 310- las Arches
5:00-Movie S:30- Wild Kingdom
10:00 - Newswatch 6:00-N47 Bee
7:00- Six Millen S Man
II:00- Mavis
i 10:00-News
10:15 - 701 Chi1_
12:00-Sige Off
10:30-11*




TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
wsM-4 WTVF-5
6:00-Swan' Si..6:50 - Fenn Digest
7:00- TORT a Sensi 7:00 - Dienes the Menus 7:30 -Cad moon
7:30-Jeff's Cal"
$:00 -knee, %Mew/8:00- Nen&
"1"4 8:30 -James Robison:30- De ef Discovery
:00- Dimeasiess in NIA 9;70_- chord. 70rTice,
:30-Nereid of Truth
10:30- Neer of Pen
0"0-C". 49 W.rs6a9 11:00-Ole Time Gospel10:30- Medi:
12:00- Tear Church ,/ :00- newt 3114/c7mm ' 12:30 - Eon holm'11:30-Most the Press 
100 -Swede! 7890Tie112:00-"RI. key*"
2:43- Cleavging Tiws:30- Pleasant Daley Golf 300- 5...., 70,77,r1:3111- SNOW ',ruby
5:00-News• 5: 00 - Explorers.
5:30 - News'5:30-2Scone me Susie 6:00 _ 64 Awes,
6:00 Mussy
7:00-Rhode7:00 - MeClead
7:30-Phyllis8:30-Bleck AM. Nal of Feinel:00_7,67c•
10:00-News
'1:00- Delvecchie110:30- Dragnet






I WPSD-6 1 KFVS-12
6:43 - Woollier 6:1110-Chrietepher aeon
7:00- Neaten- 6:311-News
7:30- Gospel Singes 7:00711nm ClImeasies
1:30- POIIVCIA Dentin 7:30- Nereid of Trek
9:15- Nemihen &res. 8:00-Way Oet Gans
9:30- Childress Gospel Nem 8:30-hr Oar Spat:Nuts
10:00- Chinn lives 9:110-10. Ina. Chin* of
10:30- Accent Ponca
Nr.11:00- NE gp0gippg 10:00-Caneere Three
11:30 - Meet the Press 10: 30-7mo th• NOW
12:00- WC Tens 11:00- 11th the Ufs
1:00- Basabell 11:30-- lamp an My Feet I4:00_ pimmy poky GIN 12:1110-ink Up end Ur*
3:00-News 12:30- The Gift ef Cheselve
5:30-News 1:00- Miesisie Oceamegrepb
6:00- Welt Disney 1:30-Fibs
7:00- Wand 1:31 - Maywood Mann
1:30-Movie 3:00-Sperts Spend
10:00-News 5:00-America






DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:00- Geed Morn. Am.
7:00 - Bozo
8:00 - Popeye
13 30 - Green Acres









:30 - One life to live
2:00 -Gen'l Hasp.
2:15 - General No spite
3:00 - Edge of Mint
3:30 - Brody Ranch
4:00 - Big Valley
5:00-ABC News •













3:00 -Edge of Night
3:30-Lassie















10:00 - Wheel of torten
10130-Sheet the Stet
11:00- Nemo That Tone
11:30- The Nees Show













6: IS - Morning News




10:00 - Dente Dere
10:30- lore Of If.





1:30 - Guiding Light
2:00-Al le The hotly
2:30 - Mitch Game
3:00-Gee.. Pyle










: SS - UMW'
10:00- Wheel of torten*
for **Stirs
11 :BO - Name the Tyne
11:30- lavers & Friends
12:00-News
12:30-Days of ow lives
1:30-lb. Doctors
2:00 - Anther World
3:00 -Gong Show
3:30 - Gaines lased
















1:30 - Gadieg light






5:00 - Tel Nib Trek
5:30 - News
6:00-News
1 TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-Dolly
7:00-ni. her of Us
1:00 - Movie
10:00- Nowsweds
10: XI- Adam 12







7:00- Few of Us
8:00-Med.
10:•0_ New,









6:30- To Tel The Tie%
7:00-Jefferson
7:30 -Shields & Tomei
8:00-Moods
8:30-Al's hie
9:00- Nene& & Wives
WPSD-6




10:30 - Tonight Show
KFVS-12
6:00-News




11:30 - Al's 7911r
9:00 - Mashands 8. Wit os
10:00-News
10:511- Movie







r TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY ,WNGE-2
6:30 -: Treasure keit
7:00- Nappy Days




s:gg _ Dow pop
6:15-News
6:30-News
7:10 - Olney Dees
WSM-4





6:30- Ts Tel The Treti
,7:00- Dr. Seess
7:16-Best Friends
8:00 - Al ' A 'S*6
8:30-0.e Day e a Tin
WPSD-6
6:30 - Sln,00s Onstion
7:00-Al Star Gun
10:00-News

































TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
I WNGE-2
6:30- Nollywood Snores
7:00- Daley I Mere
WS1L-3












010_ meth& 70,,ec 6:00-News
7:00-Grisay Adams 6:30-11w Price is Mot
7:00-Geed Times5:00 - Beret"
Angels




Can* Time 7:30- Marilyn 'Woo 1,9:00 - aterSit's
10:00- Newsweek
10:30-Ale'. 12
11:00 - Rookies '
















9:110- Mogen Ceofhillitial Illy Davis 1,
10:00 - News 1:00-Movie
10:30- Tonight Sew 10:00-News
12:00- Tenterrew Mew 10:30-Movie
12:30 - News
I
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE -2













6:30- To Tel The Trek
7:00- 11i• Wattles








6:30 - Wad, Ma World
of Arleen
8:30- ABC Nana Street 7:30- nett lentettlal









8:00- Newel Dye 0
900 Ihreohy i 10:00 - Newswatdi 1:30- AES Masao
10:30 - Ann 12 9:120- AK Clown
11:00 - SWAT 10:00- News
12:30- PIS ChM 10:30-SWAT







2:30 - Sion Off
: - ones
I 0011 - News
10: 30 - Move
1:20- News
I TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2































10: JO - Movie
12:30-Newt
7:00- Moscow dross




7:30-Chic. 8: The N.








I :GO- Senna* Theater





Today we will look af one of
the nouveau riche of rock
Peter Frampton and a
,cry promising group,
Foreigner. Each one has
„lade or is making it in their
,‘,4,n right.
• peter Frampton
Five years ago, young rock
St Peter Frampton, left the
,uccassful rock group Humble
Pie to start a career on his
own. The career failed after
,everal albums. Finally, he
'11111'
Record Review
released a two-record live set
that soared to the topof the
charts and has sold well over
six million copies. The result
was that he was a superstar
and rich overnight.
After the release of that set
nearly two years ago he's
back with a new Lp and new
hit single called "I'm In You,"
which incidentally shipped
three million copies on initial
release.
There are three cuts which I
think are superior in every
Final Nixon-Frost Interview
Being Offered To Stations
LOS ANGELES (AP) — In
September, when the
networks roll out their new
programs in a blaze of
publicity, a non-network show
starring Richard M. Nixon
will be out therecompeting for
attention.
It's his fifth and final talk-
for-pay program with David
Frost, the British talk show
star.. It's now being offered
stations, for telecast, at their
option, between Sept. 6 and 16.
And, says Frost's business
partner, Marvin Minoff, it'll
include what Frost calls the
most-asked question'. Why
didn't Nixon burn those
damning Watergate tapes that
forced him to resign the
presidency?
. The question was one of
scores Frost asked the ex-
'president, • whom he
reportedly paid $600,000, plus a
share of the profits, during 12
taped intervIew sessions near
San Clemente in March and
April.
The answer never aired
during any of the four Nixon-
Frost interviews, televised on
May 4, 12, 19 and 25.
But after the first show, in
which Nixon insisted he didn't
obstruct justice in the
Watergate case, an ebullient
Frost said response to the
program was so great he'd
decided to put out a fifth one. '
He said it would contain
e
material for which there
wasn't room in the earlier
shows, including the tape-
burning question.
He was right about response
— in ratings — for the opening
show: Nielsen figures say it
was seen in 17.3 million homes
nationally. • "
Not so the second show: It
drew less than half that
audience. Viewing slumped
further to about 6.3 million for
the third show, but rallied
slightly to 6.5 million homes
tuning in the May 25 episode.
It was a far cry from the 17.8
million homeNan official at
Syndicast Services, the New
York firm distributing the
programs, initially had said
each program might average.
But Minoff insists he wasn't
disappointed by the returns.
"It was record-breaking for a
news show, in terms of it not
being carried on a network, so
the results still were quite
spectacular," he said.
According to Leonard Koch,
Syndicast's executive vice-
president, the fifth Nixon-
Frost chapter is being pitched
to stations under milch
different terms than attended
the earlier four programs.
WO being sold outright for
cash, the tab ratigisg from
$1,000 to more pan 810,000 for
on—time-only rights to air the
thing.
way - "I'm In You," I'm A
Road Rimer" and "Signed,
Sealed Delivered I'm
Yours)." Frampton's guitars
and vocals simply cause the
songs to really move.
"I'm In You," the hit single
is one of those that you have to
listen to a couple of times
before you like it. Once you do,
you can't stop humming the
tune. The song also shows a
more mellow side of the
superstar.
The medley of "Road
Runner" and "Signed, Sealed,
Delivered" is one of those
oldies but goodies: "Road -
Runner" Is from the Junior
Walker and the All Stars days.
While "Signed, Sealed" is
from the ending performances
of Frampton's concerts. Both
are great rockers.
-Putting My Heart On The
Line" makes great use of
vocals and electronic in-
struments': Another potential
hit single is "Won't You Be My
Friend." Great Lp all around!
Foreigner
Foreigner is a new rock
group that has a single that
really hit it big on charts
practically the first week
called "Feels Like The First
Time." The unique thing
about the group is that they
are members from rock
groups in England and the
United States such as Spooky
Tooth, King Crimson and
Stories.
The three Englishmen are
Mick Jones on vocals, lead
guitar and co-producer of the
group; Ian McDonald on
guitars, keyboards, horns,
vocals and co-producer; and
Dennis Elliot on drums. The
three Americans are Lou
Gramm on lead vocals, Al
Greenwood -on keyboards and
synthesizer and Ed Gagliardi
on.bass and vocals.
On November, 1976, they all
got together and recorded the
album, "Foreigner." The
album and single have been a
smash success and, in a way,
.reminds us of Grand Funk
Railroad.
The fantastic hit single,
"Feels Like The First Time,"
has great lead vocals by Lou
Gramm and hard driving
guitars. It just has to be the
single of the year.
Other cuts on the album that
are just as good as the single
are "Starrider," "Cold As
Ice" and "At War With The
Wbrld." We hope we will hear









"A Place In The Sun"
AVERAGE WHITE BAND
"Benny and Us"
The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums in this area,
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-Sg65
22;;:5:-L
"I CAN HELP CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
BUT I CAN'T HELP CHANGE YOUR
SPARK PLUGS:
If you want to find inner peace, come see me. But ask me
how to fix a car? You got me. Fo'r questions of that nature.: you
must seek knowledge somewhere else.
-A good place would be the Consumer Information Cata-
log. It is put out by- the Federal Government and lists over 200
consumer booklets that one can send away for. Most are free.
And they can help you in many areas that I cannot. From raising
tomatoes to lowering your fuel costs.
•
So send for the free catalog. Write: Consumer Informa-
tion Center, Dept.- A, Pueblo, Colorado 1009. That way you
won't have to climb a mountain to gain knowledge; 'oil c;in
merely go to your mailbox.
DEE CONSUMER INFORMATION CATALOG
A catalog of over 200 helpful publications.
4811111/1/Ahe'll,I.11 \ C., •N,1:111111,11.111,t) • (..o:11,11111t1 It:1.1111.11p ent,
•
4-141161. 41%,-,&** "1",* •PIVONIMIr'• -
V




































Agency. Write to. Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p 753-
9514.
INTRODUCING













Lawn rawer awl sandi saline
repair. Rehab Iowa wavers,
S25.110 sad up. tiding
mewen, $100 end op. Meter.
cycle sales mid repair.
4 
OVERWEIGHT? Lose up
to 30 lbs. in 30 days' !
New milk shake ueight
loss program • no
exercise, n9 drugs Or
become a distributor
and earn extra money
Send replies to Shady
Oaks Trailer Court No.
19, Murray. Will contact
you personally
5 Lost And Found










A white and tan
short-haired mixed
breed dog. also a
small long ̀haired
solid white dog. Both
lost in the New
Providence Church
of Christ road area.














for a new product.
Under $25.00 in-
vestment For more




penter. Must be ex-
- perienced. t1l phases of
work. Apply in person.
Roy Harr-Lions Carpenter
Shop, South 4th Street
next to Mu r 7;1 Drive In
Theatre
WANTED AN ex-
























1 legal Notice 1
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
MAURENE ELDRID.GE GEORGE PETITIONER,
VERSUS GLEN ELDRIDGE, ET AL RESPON-
DENTS.
NOTICE Or SUE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June 24th Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of July 1977, at 1:00 O'clock p. m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
The East half of the following described tract: Begin-
ning at a rock at the Southwest corner of the J. C. Stub-
blefield land lying North of the Murray and Concord
Road: thence East 150 yards to a rock; thence North
375 yards to R. T. Parker's line; thence West 150 yards
to Stubblefield corner; thence South 375 yards to the
point of beginning, excepting throughfare for road out
to Concord Road.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to



















Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
Have you always wanted a
real Lim Nem, huh! or a.
Rowe sae, huh? How about
making your present house









Rescue . . 753-6951
Ambulance . . 753-9331
Hospital





Poison Control .  753-7533
Seniortituens .  753-.0929
Netriliee . . .  153-NEED













requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM.
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
2 Notice





Would you Me to ride
Chtsch &a to Si,,-
- School and mor-
ning worship services
at.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft; 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking





written for our learning,
that we through
patience and comfort of
the scriptures might
have hope." We invite
you to our bible study.
Friday evenings non-
denominational af-

































_Abner - CANT kou., !T ANy
91r- THERE ARE LEES
THAN: A DOZEN AMERICANEs_
WILLING Ze+EV INCUR
ARMED FORGES
HOPING SLUGGO '1 T-I-40L.,Or-ST YOU
, WILL CALL WERE MAC A
- 1' DU
YOU VbA NT HI 'A
TO CALL
YCU 2























2 roe f-z• THE- MC`ars



























DAY OR NIGHT cooks











he years after 6 neesttlis
specialized train*. Earn 15
I. 70 thoesand dilurs, er
mere the very first year.
Gaaraistoed income to start.
Send yeir ts 114:4141411 frir 2,/z
weeks. Exegeses mid, trolls
yea in the field of sillies,
and servicing emabliademi
hasissess. To qualify: 21 or
over. Uwe car, hendabie,
aneitioes, career minded.
For. personal Unerring cal
tel Morris 11111ads7 



















Established (10 years) mid
profitable Moines for sale
with seam of the Wording fran-
chise. Inquires welcome.
lessee for solar Wie
Owens have accepted • feN
time ministry W Nashville,
Tennessee.
MONEY TO LEND. 6 per




ween 5 and 9 p.m.
14 Want To Bu,
SMALL BUSHOG, per-
ferably pull type for
Allis B Tractor. Call 436-
2124.
GOOD USED 15' or 16'
chest type freezer. Call
437-4155.
BABY BED and play pen.
Call 753-.8249.
, ------- ---- --
WANTED - faded mens
levis. Waist 33-34, length




Three bedroom 2 both





WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
A GOOD BUY...give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's Favorite
Carpet Shampoo. Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 cei., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3/4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at -65
cents ,ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
'2' and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 -to
$6.00. Fiberglass at la
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tpck
Salvage Mdse: Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, In. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open'









CAMERA, 35 m.m. 5etri-
FT-1. Like new. $75. Call
753-6213.
FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We also




V.W., set of tables, 3
piece bedroom suite, 10
speed bike, stereo
console, drum. Call 474-
2342.
HUFFY MOWER, 8 h.p.
Used 2 years. Excellent
condition. $250.-Call ;58-
7173.
TWIN 36 x 36, twelve lite
double hung window





and maple. Air dried
over a long period of
time. Not planed. Julius
Cooper, call 4924702.




SALE. Twin size iron
bed, chairs, like new 8'
garage door, new for-
mica cabinet tops,
assorted plywood and








electric range. Call 753
0469 after 6 p.m.
ANTIQUE BED and
dresser, solid oak. Over
100 years old. Call 753-
6422.
ADMIRAL refrigerator,




old dinner bell. Green_
velvet couch, 25" color
T.V. Call 753-8049.
USED EARLY American








cabinet $150. Five piece
silver tea set, $125. 489-
2755.
DINETTE SET, Round






NEW JOHN DEERE 444
Ing-ONE SET OF bunk beelar- -cart head: F-of saw-




also tame plums and
apples. Call Floyd
fMcKerv2te, 753-4725.
SALE - AIR Con-
ditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans; 9 position ther-










first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,




suite, 3 weeks old, chest
of drawers, dresser,
night stand, queen size









Park. Open 7 days a
week. Until 8 p.m.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Saie!---
4 ply polyester, white
wall, premium grade,
-12-32 tread - depth.
A78xI3", $16.06 plus
$1.74 -FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x1 4", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
1.78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters.- G70x14" or 15",
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
160x14" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58. FE Tax.
Truck tites - Hi way
tread. 7001E15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16", 8 ,ply, $37.45
plus 4395 FE Tax,
L78x16". 8 ply, $41.25








Si 12 outbuilding, 1 year
old. all wood. $300. Call
753-2328.







sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
MUST SELL - king size
bed, like new. Cost $460,
asking $350. Matching
sofa and chair, $100.
Velvet chair, $45. Call
753-11TE:'
USED JOHN DEERE 444
corn head. Excellent
condition. Call 753-4503.
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery-
on Hardin 80 Eastr Call
437-4801.
20 Sports Equipment
14' FIBERGLASS 28 h.p.
Johnson, trailer and
accessories. Good
shape. Must sell! Call
753-1400.
SAILBOAT  IKWIN 
Yachts, AMF Alcort,
Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
62. Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 1-395-7844 or 1-
362-8585.













Picture a lovely home and a view of Kentucky
Lake for a year around living. Come by and see
this house in Panorama Shores. Three
bedrooms, two 'fireplaces, and a convenient "
kitchen and 3 car garage. Mid 40's e
®KOPPERUD
REALTY pn
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon, all the extras.
new Car trade-in.
1973 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, INided, new car
trade-in.
1
1973 Mustang Mach I, extraclean, new caLtrade-
in.
•
1974 Dodge Pick-up, double pow or and a Ir. .-‹tra
111(1'






'1/4,1ostled usitsmen Ar• (Su r
suss, S ons ern -
140a West Main 753 5315
•
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Depth finder - trolling
motor $850. Call 753-
4!'N
•
TWO USED 24 Pontoons
for pontoon boat. One
needs repair. Call 436-
2289 after 6 p.m.
-




'BONANZA 15' 10" bass
boat, depth finder,
trolling motor, 70 h.p.
Johnson. Dilly heavy
Duty tilt trailer, ready
to goto lake. $3,000. Call ,
345-2366.
14' TIDECRAFT
fiberglass boat, 50 h.p.
Evinrude, Vinyl seats,
heavy duty trailer.
Factory troll,. 2 bat-







equipped, new paint top
and bottom. $6500. Call
.753.8611 or 753-9537.
DIVING EQUIPMENT.
Health Ways, back pack
tank and regulator.
Pressure' monitor plus
more. $150., 55 lb. 58"
-Ben Peirion- 'break
down bow and ac-





plus bassman 50 amp.











organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across




payments on like nest
Wurlitzer organ. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
YAMAHA 12 String
guitar. Only 6 months
old. Excellent condition.





Alfall Costly Nese tepees
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nom •••41 mg wonted --
V.-'. 4•1 Op 414 corlract •441 pel
Wilma-









15' fiberglass tri hull,
swivel seat/ 6 troll 20
h.p. motor, new battery.
New trolling motor. Tilt
trailer, $800. 22' Chest
freezer, $175. 1973 24 x 60
mobile, home, 3
bedroom, on acre lot.





PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
GOINGTHE LIMIT
It's not unusual to find
that the amount of
money needed tti finan-
ce the pruchase of a
home and the amount of
cash in the bank account
are too dose for com-
fort When does it make
sense to pull back your
horns and when would
propriety say -"Go the
its better not to spend
every last cent available
for a home if you
costomearily buy big
ticket hems, such as cars
and appliances on time
if the load property
taxes are likely to go
higher or if you have any
unusual financial
obligations,such as
medical care for a mem-
yet of the famay.
On the other hand, you
might justify going the
remit if you can make a
big down payment if the
home is unlikely to need
maintenance or repairs
which are above and
beyond your personal
capability; if 'your.
outlook for financial ad-,
vancement is bright, and
if your fan* has proven
that it can tighten belts if
you really have to.
Consulting with peopse
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by NH-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 75,3-'






MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
5 rooms on a large lot 80 x 270 located at 313 N.
5th St. A good buy at $10,900.
DONALD R TUCKER A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
• 4 Professional Salespeople to .)erve Yot,
14IGHTS, WEEKENDS. HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436 5676
Chuck Shuffett  7514560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.   753 1930
4ember Pluitl 1, Service and Murray Calloway County Board of Realtor
•
24 Miscellaneous






1972 FORD TON truck. 12
ft. bed. Duals. Power.
Cattle• rack, $2750. One
single and one double
water tank. Two pieces
of glass, 72 x 36,
Polaroid, one of the
first. Call 474-2297.
KODAK Ektasound 140






made any size for an-
tique, beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.














SIBLE party to take up
payments on 25 inch
color T.V. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 -12 x 60 2 bedroom
trailer, central air,
. underpinning, tie downs,
metal storage bailding,
washer and dryer in-
cluded. Clean and nice.
$6500. Call 753-3903.
12 x 61 3 bedroom, bath
and L2 . Washer and
Dryer. $4800. Call 753-
0566.
1973112 x60 2 bedroom all




1976 14 x 52 NEW MOON
mobile home. Extra
clean. Lived in 8 mon-
ths. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE wants
house in country within
10 miles of Murray.
Willing to do minor
repairs. Call 753-6947.
PROFFSSIONAL MAN
needs house in country.
Call' 436-2533.
NICE HOUSE for middle
age couple. Call 436-
2415.
TIIREE BEDROOM
house or duplex family
of four. August 1st.
References. Call 502-442-
2267 collect.
32 Apartments for Rent
EXTRA NICE 1 bedroom
furnished apartment
-near campus. Couple or
a single only. Available








puppies. Four males, 2
Jemalesk $80 each. Call
753-3030.
EIGHT WEEK OLD male
Lhasa Apso for sale.
Call 498-8370 after 3 p.m.
AKC BASSETT champion
bred, from stock we are







SWEET CORN for sale.
Phone 753-4416.
J AND B Market has
peaches. for $8.50 a
bushel. Large can-




tomatoes 3 lb. for $1.00.
Please bring own
containers for peaches.





Saturday. L2 mile on
Pottertown Road. Other


















you can stuff in large
grocery sack for $2.00.
Include clothing, shoes.
purses, hats, belt, ties,
wigs. All other rum-
mage items 12 price
SaturdayT8-rt.m. -4 p.m
















Glendale This is a five




priced $2 to $30. Many
are not usually sten in
this area
PORCH SALE, 401 South








fireplace, patio, CM 2'








New 3 bedroom white
brick, bath and half,
landscaped, garage,
2 miles from Cadiz.
234,000-
3 bedroom. 1 vz
acres, Totiful lake
front, $3200.








3 bedrooms, 2 decks,
hydro-dock and
muCh-more.$70,000.











COmfortable 2 bedroom frame on No. 641 North
of Almo Heights. On lay acres Has carpet, air
conditioner, range and on city water. Comfort
and convenience at a ..reasonable price.
$17,500.00.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Streit! Phone 753-7724
Member of Alieltiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jock Persoll, 753-8961 Prentice Dune, 753-5725
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment, 1602 Olive
Street. Close to campus.
Furnished. For in-
formation call 753-4451.° .
FURNISHED Apartment







apartment for rent. 1414
Vine.
APARTMENT FOR rent
in , country partially
furnished, 2 bedroom
heat and air. $90 month.




colt. Make pleasure or








All wrapped up in this neat 1 beilmom ranch is ing room
with firepLace, dining room. 1,, baths_ wail, to the univer-
sity. Let us show•you this one rodav
After HOUM.
Loretta lobs - 7534079 Bill Pone - 753-
Helen Spann- 7534571 Brenda lone, 7s341648
, f,•;,....assee• .4r., .eirommo7
41 Public Sales
CONSIGNMENT AUC-
TION Sale every Sat.
night at 6:30. Don't miss
it. Taking consignments
daily, will take anything
of value. Julie's Auction






121 West, one mile from
Murray City limits. 758
ft. frontage, 400 ft. deep.
Will sell in one tract or
divide in 6 lots. 100 ft. x
400 ft. Two lots 100 x 160
ft. Corner lot 158 x 200.
This property is priced
to sell. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333, or 753-
4946.
APPROXIMATELY





fine lake front property
has good building sites
and good access. John C:
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
43 Real Estali
A VERY PRETTY 3
bedroom house in the
country with a big 2 acre
lot. Central electric heat






Priced in the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation about this
new listing.
WITH A LITTLE elbow
grease, this older 11/2





Estate, 206 S. 4th, 753-





beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach






home in good Condition,
much of home has been
redecorated. Suitable
for owner to live
downstairs and rent 2
apartments upstairs or
entire house could be
rented as 4 apartments.
Good location close to
downtown shopping.
Priced in the 30's. Phone
Koppernd Realty 753-








ONE OF THE BEST. This •
is one of the few good"
Ky. Lake waterfront lots
left. It has ap-
proximately 160 ft. of
water frontage with
good year round water
depth. Beautifully
wooded and just off
paved road, owner has






LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths .. nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an
appointment to see this
home. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.




113 S. 4th 753-2836
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
FARMS
CALLO WAY COUNTY
97 Acres fenced for cattle, good water supply,
remodeled 3 bedroom house. $80,000.00.
40 Acres, I•2 open land, rest timber, partly fen-
ced, year round water, basement dug for new
house. $34,500.00.
17.6 Acres worm ranch with 2 bedroom house.
$35,000.00. •
42 Acres, '2 tillable, with furnished trailer and
older house. $58.000.00_ _
12 Acres useable land, fenced and has ample
water supply. Has double wide trailer. $24,000.
_
65 Acres, 20-30 acres tillable, rest in timber.
$25,000.00.
147 Acres on TVA contour, 35 acres paSture, 100
acres fenced, 2 bedroom house. $110,000.00.
43 Acres of prime farm land, tobacco base and
barn, plus outbuildings. $53,000.00.
DEVELOPERS DREAM This 12 + Acres has 4
bedroom home, a garage type apartment
building, a large warehouse or storage building.
Located in an intersection of blacktop highways
with a gravel road down another side.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
NOT AFRAID OF WORK A real going
business for the ambitious family. Grossed over
$100,000.00 in '76. Also has 2 story brick home
with 3" bedrooms, 2 baths, dining room, family
room, lots of closets and is carpeted throughout.
No information given on the phone.
MARSHAL
39,4 ACRE HORSE FARM All in pasture with
large horse barn. Extra nice brick ranch home
with living room, dining room, kitchen, 3
bedrooms, -1h2 baths, Se utility. Located on Old
Wadesboro Road south of Benton.
WATERFRONT LUXURY 1.8 acres in Jonathan
Creek area with beautiful stone home, wife
saving kitchen, dining room, living room, family
room, 3 bedrooms, P2 baths, &,sun porch. Shown
by appointnient only.
100 Acres, ½ tillable, it tiqiber, has tobacco
base. $75,000.00.
51 Acres with good frame house, tobacco base
and barn. $41,500.00.
101 Acres, approx. 1/2 tillable now in beans. New
house under construction.
96 Acres productive land with trailer, tobacco
base and tiarn. 2112,000.00.
10 Acres with 2 bedroom brick house and out-
buildings. $47,000.00.
64 Ac. most-in beans, 4 year old, 3 bedroom brick
home.
389 Acres cattle farm with frame house and
barn. $260,000.00.
03 Acres, 30 acres tillable, rest in pasture and
timber. $25,500.00.
35 acres good bottom land, older house and good
building site. 235,000.00.
130 Acres, 70 ac. row crop, 2 bedroom house 81
barns, $110,000.00.
•
NEW 2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME, ready to
move into, central heat and air, carpeted, well
constructed and arranged. In a good rural
community. Priced to sell. 227,800.00.
LAKE FRONT 2 Level, 3 bedroom brick home
with fireplace & redwood deck. Patio on lower
level. Has sliding glass doors overlooking the
lake. Price reduced for quick sale. $38,900.00.
L COUNTY
THI9ISAT.12 Acre minilarm with 2 bedroom
block home that needs some:repatts, has good
stock barn. On state hwy. 10 aces of good
productive bottom land. Reduced to sell
213,500.00.
GROCERY STORE dr 4 BEDROOM FRAME
HOME on 1½ acre on New Providence Road, 9
miles S.E. of Murray. Business and 3-4 acre can
be bought separately if desired. Buy both for
$41,500.00.
GRAVES COUNTY
64 Acres, 30 acres bottom land, 10 acres up-land,
4 bedroom house $89,000.00. $11,300.00.
76 Acres, approx. 30 acres tillable, 20 moreliould
easily be made tillable. $30,500.00.
41 acr -timberland that has been cut off.
-e
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
& LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468v
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312





474-2337 Jess T. Haltom 527-3423
.  527-9921 Charles W. kiss, 527-N70i  3624751 Bob WAfshe 527-3370
 527-9006 Velar/ Brien, mar 527-9670




























price 'is right for 'quick
sale. Three bedrooms, 2
baths and ap-
proximately 1600 square
feet of living area.
Washer, dryer and




Realty, 753-1222 for an





with or without 3
bedroom double wide
mobile honie on High-
way 121 South, 4 miles
from Murray. This store
is doing a very good
business, also good as
business plus rented
aliartment above store.





FINE TRACT of land on
Johnny Robertson Road.
Just south of Lynn
Grove Highway, 285 ft. x
285 It. This is an op-
portunity to build the
home of your dream on a
Itiatge lot that will
SPELL ESTATE. Call
or come by office and
:lets discuss this fine
property. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or 753-
4946.
MEW LISTING on High-
way 121, 4 miles S.E. of
:‘hrlurray. Two bedroom
,framd home on large lot.
It has living room,
combination kitchen and
dining area, front and
:back porch, and full
basement, and city
water. Also extra lot
'with nice trees. Owner
will sell with • extra lot
for 222,500, or without
extra lot, $18,000. Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333
or 7534946.
South, 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7534461
43 Real Estate
FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
_ also a potid. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out.
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 11/2 miles off of 94






202 lank 416 knot
Plane 7$3-3313
EAST V MANOR - A
quality 3 bedroom brick,
Jike new, 2 baths with
central electric heat and
air. Beautiful fireplace
in family room. Lots of
closets and storage
room. Large lot with
woods on back boundary
line. Country living
almost in town, city







Owner apt. - extra nice 3




apt. - 1 bedroom, fur-
nished also including
kitchen applianCes. Like
new. You need to see
this. Call or come by, 105







44 lots For Sale
NEW LISTING - A fine
wooded lot in Meadow
Green Acres Sub-
division. Reasonably
priced. Also two large
open lots. Popular
priced. Fulton Young
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Here is a three bedroom lakefront home on a
spacious lot with 150 feet of lake frontage. The
low price includes a boathouse with four slips
protected by canal breakwater. Brick veneer ex-
terior, covered porch facing lake. Really priced
to more, so don't wait!
DONAID R MICR A Rill SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve You
NIGHTS WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436 5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Doncld R. Tucker, C.R.B. .  753-1930
041-ter Mufti tisting S.trttt dui Murray Calloway County load o! Realtor
.441 /. MIEM-11E110311a







and on Johnny Robert-
son Road. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or 753-
4946.
46 Homy-, For )31e
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
. in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see




chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799.
BY OWNER, 5 bedroom
brick home with 2 baths,
2 levels, newly
decorated, central heat
and air, walk in
recreation room, lots -of
,
closet space. Ap-
proximately 2600 sq. ft.
of living space. Call 753-
8869.
TWO BEDROOM home, 1
bath. $24,000. Call 753-
8392.
GATESBOROUGH
year old home, 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, in-
tercom, etc. Shown by
appointment. Call 753-
3673.
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice.3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
7624288 or 753-6274 after
5 p. m.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
purtip. Four bedrooms,
21/2 baths, large den with
fireplace, formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.




bedrooms, 2 baths, 8
large closets. Extra
large kitchen, big lot on




dition. Two helmets and
extras. $1,000. Call 759-
1077.
SUZUKI GT 550 with
windjammer, many






Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226
HONDA TL 250, set up for
woods. Honda 125
Elsinore never bored or




$600. Call 753-8498 after
6:30.
1977 YAMAHA DT 175.
$600. Looks like new.
One month old. Call 753-
5543 after 4.
1977 YAMAHA 360, Call
436-2216 after 4:30 p.m.
1976 RM 125 Suzuki.
Never been raced. good
condition. Call 753-3557.
OLD HARLEY Chopper,
runs good, must sell.
Call 753-3040 after 5 p.m.
1975 YAMAHA RD 200i3,
electric start only 1500






9 Used Cars L Trucks
LITTLE WHITE 1970
Maverick car for sale.
$595. Call 767-4370 3
p.m.-7 p.m.






1972 C-10 Chevy pickup.
No power or air. 49,0(X)









steering and brakes. AM
8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
4354351 after 5 p.m.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
." *LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS





tires. Sharp. Call 437-
4155.
FOR SALE or trade 1957
Chevrolet. Call 753-0356.
1976 VW DASHER Hat-
chback, AM-FM, air, 4
speed, steel radials,





NICE 1969 LTD Ford,
$400. Riding lawn,
mower, $125. 8 x 10 1972 CHRYSLER New
trailer type camper with Yorker brougham. All
air condition, $350. Call
753-6556. 
power, air, clean. $1500.
Call 489-2752.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1966 FORD GALAXIE
500, good condition, new
tires, low mileage, local
car. $650. Call 753-0655.
1974 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive, burgandy
and white. 10" white
spoke wheels with new
tires. New paint, extra
sharp. Two aluminum
shop doors, 10 x 10. Call






Must sell to return to
college. Call 4924407.
1972 COUGAR, power,
air, vinyl top, good
condition. Call 753-0382
between 12 and 4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
1972 DATSUN, air and
46,000 miles. Call 753-
8049.
1968 INTERNATIONAL
panel truck, V-8, 4












dump truck. 530 case
.backhoe. Call 436-2459.
1974 CHEVY Nova Hatch-
back, V-8, power
steering, 40,000 miles.
One owner. Good con-








tires. White with blue
interior. Has been well
taken care of. Must see
to appreciate. $350. Call
753-9267.
1969 GMC pickup. Ex-
cellent 'condition.
Rebuilt engine. $1195.
1973 Nova, 6 cylinder,
automatic. $1395. Call
489-2595,






Steering. $995 Call 489-
2595
VB1 1111
Big House On/ The Prairie •
A great big home for a family wantiag lots of space. This
Di-level brick home has 4 bedrooms, 44 baths, crating
room. famiy room plus a finished basement-2 car





Loretta Jobs - 7534074 Oil Payne - 753-97,
4
Helen Spann - 753-6571 Brenda %sor
t - TS1-0668 '
1976 DATSUN truck, 7,000
miles. Automatic, AM-
FM tape. white slot
wheels Call 753-1820
1964 CHEct. straight
shift. 1962 Ford Falcon
straight shift Can be
seen 401 South 5th
Street. • McClures
Garage, 753-6170.
1969 FORD Pickup with
camper shell $425. 14'
Fishing boat and 10
'horse Evinrude, $395.
Call 436-5570
1972 FORD 1 I'D, 4 door
- hardtop. all power, air.
$1150. Call :51-0855.
1972 FORD PICKUP, 302
. V-8, posie.. steering,
extra (  low
mileage. ( 436-2427.
1941 CAMARI) needs
• work. tall, 767,2512 •
between 5 arid.; pin. •
•





brakes. Six way power





power and air. In good
condition. $1100.00.
Phone 354-6217 after 4 p.
m.
19,71 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
50 Campers
Wiling CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both riew and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
at trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,










ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x





















and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and








home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
NEED TREES cut, or





steam or ' dry ?tam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professibnal
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work








Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling ;.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 'or free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for





4374533 or after 8 p. m.
3544181 or 3544138.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall











bOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or






WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
7514545.
51 Sery ces Offered
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
WILL DO babysitting at
106 South 13th. Call 753-
0305.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-






FREE MOTHER cat and
kittens. Phone 7534550.
FREE- Three month old
part-collie puppy. Male.
Tan. Very gentle and
good with children.
Desperately needs a
good home. Call 753-
8323.
FREE - TWO beautiful





Duties, include typing, transcribing dictati
on,




Morrey Comprehensive Care Center




Brick home with 3 bredrooms, 1/2 baths, large
living room, kitchen with adjacent dining area,
garbage disposal, built-hi range, utility room,
patio, carport, lots of closet space, attic storage,
wall-to-wall carpet, central heat (gas) and cen-
tral air(electric), drapes. Priced in upper 20's.
COME BY TO SEE IT.
SUMMER
CARPET SALE
Approx. 800 rolls to choose from!
12 h. Ni lb Shag, ow II denier material. OMILY $6.50 mi. yil.
12 ft. Heavy Plash way $6.50 
sk. Ti.
12 ft. Saxony Short Shoos OfILY $6.50 1141. yd.
12 ft. Short Shags mar
 $4.95 .4. yd.
12 ft. Ili Lo Shag, rubber hock ow $4.95 sq. 
yd.
12 ft. Short Shag, miteer hod $3.95 sii. y
d.
12 ft. Ni to Sissy, to ivim...k.cil  $5.50 *vs.
12 & 15 ft. Commercial Typo, rubber Wei 
$2996
$3.50-.4. yd.
14 ft. Hi to Shag, kr. ikkk $4.95 4.0.
12 ft. New Tones, ceseisertiel type, rides, back $3.50 sir. yd.
12 ft. Printed Kitchen Carpet OW $3-95 sq.  yd.
Can. to where the Garet end Prices are. We.have
many styles and colors not inentioned.
PASCHALL
& SONS
8 Miles South of Murray, Ky. on Highway 641. Phone 
901-
498-9133. Open 8 to 5 six days a week.
H.T. WALDROP
is proudlo announce that
Bettye R. Albin
is now associated with
WALDROP REAL ESTATE
206 S. 4th 753-5646
--.4191111P9saia "
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
Lillie Youngblood, Services Saturday
Resident Of Benton For Pandy Taylor
IV Dies At Age Of 82 
Funeral services for Miss
Pandy Taylor, 23, of Erlanger,
Funeral services for M. 
will be held at 2 p.m. Saturday
Lillie Youngblood, age 82, of 
at Green Plains Cemetery:
Rt. 1, Benton, will be held at 2 
Brother John Dale will
p. m. Saturday in the chapel of 
conduct the services, which
the Lynn Funeral Home, 
will be held at graveside. •
Benton. Pallbearers wi
ll be Donnie,
Mrs. Youngblood died Dana and Larry 
Roberson and
Wednesday at 8:55 a. m. at Mike Speegle.
Community Hospital in Miss Taylor, who died at
Mayfield. 1:30 p. m. Wednesday at St.
She is survived by a Elizabeth Hospital in
daughter, Mrs. Velma Parker, Covington, was the daughter
Rt. 3 Benton; three sons, Joe of Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor,
Youngblood, Rt. 3, Benton; R. formerly of Calloway County.
V.'itoung6lood, Rt. 1, Benton; Besides her parents, 
she is
alio James It. Youngblood, Rt. survived by a sister, Susan of
1, Benton; three sisters,lars._ - Erlanger, a brother, Jason
Lura Blagg, Cleveland, Qhili; Taylor of Erlanger;
Mrs. Lois Hunt, Benton and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Harrell, Benton; Jimmy Taylor of Murray and
and two brothers, Floyd Mrs.- Verbal t Inez t Naylor of
Darnell and Stanley Darnell, Murray.
both of Benton. Also_ surviving Preceeding her in death was
are nine " grandchildren, 12 a brother, Mark Taylor, who
great-grandchildren and 2 was killed in a traffic accident
great-great-grandchildren. in April of 1976. •
Mrs. Youngblood was a Friends may call at the Max
member of the New Zion Churchill Funeral Home.
Missionary Baptist Church.
Officiating at the funeral
will be the Rev. Don Phelps
and the Rev. Lonnie Knight.
Burial will be in Gore
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Brother Of Local
Men Dies Overseas
Nate Wildey, 24, of Athens,
Greece, died Sunday. July 3,
on the Isle of Crete.
He was born. on October 30,
1952, in Fairfield, Ill. He had
just been discharged from the
United States Army, prior to
his death. -
Surviving are his _parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wildey of
McAllen, Texas;_ three
brothers, tiny Wildey of Lore
City, Ohio, Chester Wildey and
Gene Wildey, both of Murray.
Private graveside services
will be held at the Murray City
Cemetery but date of
interment has not been set.
J. H. Churchill has charge of
the arrangements but there




Mrs. Thelma Bailey, age 55,
of 205 Spruce Street in
Murray, died Wednesday
night at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Robert; two
brothers, William Dickson of
Indianapolis, Ind., and Alan
Dixon of Charleston, Mo.; and
several nieces and nephews.
Services will be held at 1
p.m. Saturday at Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church. Rev.
Richard Drew will officiate.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
A wake will be held from 6
p.m. until 9 p.m. tonight at Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church.
Gail Logan To Be
Speaker Sunday At
Presbyterian Church
Guest speaker at the First
Presbyterian Church Sunday
will be Gail Logan. She is
working on her master of
divinity degree at Vanderbilt
and is a native of Butler
County.
Her sermon title will be
"Peace." Her old testament
reading will be Zachariah 9: 9-
13. Her new testament
readings are Matthew 11: 25-
30 and Romans 8:6-11.
Worship services begin at
10:45 a. m. and church school
at 9:30 a. m. Inunediately
following the worship service
there will be a coffee and
fellowship hour in honor of
Gail Logan. Also former




Prices of stock of local Interest at noon
EDT. today . furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray. are as follows
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
To Hold Youth-led Revival Meet
Heublein Inc '  241,. +%
McDonalds Corp 46 As
Ponderosa Systems .. „ 8% 'inc
Kimberly Clark 455w -L4
Union Carbide 48 + 4
W. R. Grace 23% "4
Texaco 29N- -‘f4
General Elec 55% +L.
GAF 10% unc
GeorgiaCcer'acific 29% + L4
Pfizer 27% we
Jim Walters 32% -%
Kirsch 1614
Disney 35% -%
Franklin Mint 11% -L4
Pnces of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &







Gen. Dyarunlcs 60 unc
Gen. Motors 67% 'inc
Gen. Tire 272.4'unc
Goodrich 25% +%
Gulf Oil 29% -%
Pennwalt  367e•
Quaker Oats 72,4 %
Republic Steel Vt. -Li
Singer Mfg 25..4
Tappan  ' 11) unc
Western Union 19 +
Zenith Radio 31% 'inc.
Am. Motors 
Ashland Oil
A. nes T 
Ford Motor
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will hold a youth-led
revival Monday, July 18,
through Saturday. July 23.
The. Rev. Ronnie Stinson,
pastor of Trace Creek Baptist
Church in Graves County, will
be the evangelist. Greg
Burton, Youth Director at
Rev. Ronnie Stinson
Cherry Corner, will .be the
music director for the ser-
vices. -
Services begin at 7:30 each
evening. Cherry Corner is
located six miles south of
Murray', just off Highway 121.
The week long revival will
be followed by Youth Sunday
on July 24. Greg Burton will be
Liberty Church To
Have Revival Meet
Rem al services will be held
at the Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, located
east of Murray off Highway
94, starting Sunday. July 17,
and continuing through
Friday, July 22.
Guest speaker for the
revival will be the Rev. Paul
Belt. pastor of the Woodlawn
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, Paducah. His subject
at the eleven a.m. services on
Sunday will be "Where Have
You Laid Ilim."
The Rev. Belt will be
speaking each evening at 7:30
at the church. The song ser-
vice will be directed by the
church-pastor, the Rev. T. H.




AP i — An exhibition of 65 ma-
rine lithographs by Currier and
Ives will be on display through-
out the summer at the Mari-
time Museum in Mystic Sea-
port.
The pictures, all published
between 1841 and 1887, range
from whaling scenes and dis-
asters at sea to portraits of
clipper ships. steamships and
yachts.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
15, 1977 .
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 465 Est. 1100 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.50 tower sows .50 lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 946.25-46.75
US 1-3 200440 lbs 946.00-46.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.  945.25-46.00
US 3-4 260-290 'be 444.50-45.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . . . $34,00-34.50
US 1-3300-500 lie $34.50-35.50
US 1-3 500650 lbs  $35.5037.00







Begins Friday July 15th Ends Sunday, July 24th
2 Lb. Sirloin tor 2 people
8-oz. Ribeye
11-oz. 1-Bone






As 1 Ame As They Last
Salad Bar and Potato of your choice plus loaf of bread with the steak orders
Win Free!
4 St. Louis Cardinal Baseball Game Tickets Come in and sign up during th
e
above Dates No purchase necessary. Drawing Sunday, July 74th at 1 p.m
t.11 The
Catfish iiou tan eat
With MI The Trimmings
Due to health rOndlhont I have been forced to tel Mr Ii to a Calliorria resident She will tahe ore:
lull/ 15 You et good customers plus faithful empiorees and good food have made it possible for
,e to show my appreciation with 10 days of fabulous bacgams Many thanks'
OPEN EACH SUNDAY 11 AM - 3 PM
Hillman Irons Owner
the speaker for the 1i
worship service. All functioi,
of the church will be carried
on by the youth. The choir %k ii1
be filled by the 'Junior Chur, h
Choir.
Interim Pastor Jerr
Norsworthy, along with the
entire membership, invites




LEXINGTON, Ky. (Ap --
Apple production is predicted
lo reach a record high this
year and increased wheat
yield has offset a decline in
acreage, but the peach crop




are correct, apple production
will 'break a long-standing
record, yielding 22 million
pounds.
The old record of 21.8
million pounds was set in 1949.
But the Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service
says the peach crop was
virtually destroyed by cold
weather.
An estimated 1 million
pounds .of peaches was
produced this year, officials
said that was a 94 per cent
decline from 1976.
Overall, Kentucky crops
were progressing well with
corn and soybean growth
ahead of normal as a result of
rains during the end of June,
the service reported.
Corn production for 1977 was
expected to be 132 million
bushels five per cent below
last year's crop.
Still, it was the second
highest corn production on
record, officials said.
Kentucky's wheat yield
jumped 23 per cent from 31
bushels per acre to 38 bushels
per acre, although fewer acres
were planted.
Total wheat prodUction of
10.3 million bushels also was
slightly higher than in 1976.
This year's barley crop
totaled 1.2 million bushels,
compared to 1.1 million last
year. Barley yield increased
from 37 to 44 bushels per acre.
Schultz. , Continued From Page 1)
He currently is a member of the
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators, the American
Association of School Administrators,
the Kentucky Association of School
Superintendents, the West Kentucky
Administrators, the Murray Education
Association and Sigma Pi Sigma.
"I will certainly miss the staff, the
board and the students," Schultz said.
"But an opportunity like this doesn't
come around that often. ft will be a
tremendous challenge," he added.
There were other personnel changes
made in the system.
Cary Miller, who is the head
basketball coach and has served as an
assistant in football and the head golf
coach, gave up the latter two positions
in order to accept the post of head
baseball coach, replacing Charles
Archer who had previously resigned.
The board accepted the resignation of
Tommie Turner, who has accepted a
position as an assistant track coach at
Eastern Illinois University.
Named to replace Turner as the head
girls' track coach at Murray High was
James Pigg, who had previously been
named as an assistant varsity football
coach 'and as the head freshman
oot ball coach.
Diana Harris of Chicago was also
named as an elementary teacher in the
fourth grade at Carter School and
Sharon Downing was named to serve
the system as speech pathologist.
Hired for part-time positions were:
Margaret Vaughn, business and
English at Murray High; Jan Pigg,
mathematics at Murray High; Roger
Casos, Spanish at Murray High; and
Bruce Walker, a graduate. assistant in
the varsity football program.
In other action, the board approved
payment Of bills and approved bids for
food service supplies, gasoline, a new
tractor and band instruments.
Joe Sills, who is the director of the
national champion Murray High
Marching Band, was given permission
to accept a bid to the 1978 Orange Bowl.
Sills said he has net yet decided to
accept the bid but did give some good
-news to the board.
Should Murray High accept the bid,
Beatrice Foods will match each dollar
raised by the band for the trip. Beatrice
Foods sponsored the Marching Bands
of America National Contest in
Whitewater, Wis. last month in which
Murray was named as the national
champions and the bid to the Orange
Bowl was automatic.
Sills told the board he had a lot of
comments on the good behavior of the
band members while they were at the
contest. • 1)
Sills also said the band has had
several more invitations to attend
events this summer, all expenses paid,
but the band is not organized in the
summer.
Among the invitations was one to
perform at the Chicago Land Music
Festival.
"We've had many, many contacts
from across the country," Sills said.
"We've had people contacting us,
wanting to see films of our band," he
added.
Sills said the Marshall County High
School band was earlier selected to be
the Kentucky representative to the`
Orange Bowl. Based on their projected
costs, Sills said the trip for the Murray
band to Miami would cost
approximately $48,000, with half of that
amount corning from Beatrice Foods, a
large conglomerate which has among
'its subsidiary Dixie Creme Donuts,
R.c:„ Cola and Meadow Gold Milk to
-name a few.
In fact, one quarter panel of the
Meadow Gold half-gallon container will
feature a salute to the national
champion, Murray High Band.
Sills said he believed the Band
Boosters along with the student
projects could raise another $10,000 and
with a "parent-quota" system in use,
whereby each parent would pay $50 per
each of their children making the trip,
the total left to be made up by
'eorninunity effort would be $7,000.
Sills also said that if the Murray Band
made the trip, they had been
guaranteed prime-tune television
coverage.
The board meeting, which once went
into a short executive session, lasted
nearly three hours, with the resignation
of Schultz coming near the end of the
meeting.
•
• •• (Continued From Page 1)Red Cross.
fill out the term of one year of Dave
Dickson, who is no longer a Calloway
County resident.
Recommendations for service
chairpersons - were the following:
Publicity, Jennie Gordon and Carole
Hahn; Service to Military, Mrs.
Herman Darnell; Disaster, Robert 0.
Miller; Water Safety, Chad Stewart;
First aid, Mary Jane Howard; Nursing,
Dr. Ruth Cole; and Volunteers,
Hathryn Glover.
Executive Secretary of the local Red
Cross office, Mrs. Jean Blankenship
gave a glowing report. Almost 700
children and adults were enrolled in the
_swimming courses offered this summer
at the new city-county pool. This swim
program included a very popular
parent-tot course with children as
yaung as six months being accepted.
Two courses were taught and 16
•
certificates also were awarded to
handicapped swimmers.
Other successful Red Cross programs
carried out by the local chapter include
27 first aid classes and six classes in
canoeing. A total of 34 water safety
instructors participated this season. A
total of 452 certificates were awarded to
those participating in the first aid
classes.
The last order of business was the
presentation of a framed citation for
services rendered during the 1977 Fund
raising campaign to Dr. Harry Sparks.
Board members attending we July
meeting which adjourned at 4:30 were
the following: Holmes Ellis, Dr. Harry
Sparks, Jean Blankenship, Henry
Holton, Dr. Ruth Cole, Stuart Poston,
Walt Apperson, Dr. Rex Alexander,
Fleetwood Crouch (lifetime member)
Karl •Hussung, Harvey Ellis, Jennie
Gordon and Carole Hahn; "
Council.. • ( Continued From Page 1)
library costs.
Murray Electric System board on the
new system. The MES board has
requested South Central Bell to
document the advantages of the new
system prior to making a decision, Dr.
Lowry reported.
Councilman Dave Willis presented a
request from several residents of the
Douglass Community that the name of
Second Street be changed to LP. Miller
Street in honor of the long-time
educator who served as principal of
Deruglass High School and assistant
principal at Murray High School.
The council approved the purchase of
a strip of land 65 feet wide by 670 feet
deep for the future construction of wells
by the Murray Water System. The land
Doctrine Of Sovereign Immunity
Reaffirmed By State High Court
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
The doctrine of sovereign
immunity, which bars
Kentuckians from suing state
agencies for damages, was
reaffirmed today by the state
Court of Appeals.
The three-judge decision
said sovereign immunity can
only be waived by an act of the.
legislature.
It said the doctrine prevents
recovery against a local
school board which is antgent
of state government.
"The appropriate forum for
pursuing the fight agairist_the,_Thn
doctrine of sovereign
immunity is the General
Assembly," the appellate.
court said. _
"It is incumbent on
(soneone ) attempting to sue a
state agency to seek
legislative permission:'
Opponents of the doctrine
have refused to give up. The
Court of Appeals has been
hearing oral arguments in a
Lexington injury case.
- The case at issue stemmed
from Knott Circuit Court,
which was reversed by the
appellate court.
The lower court had
awarded a total of S20,300 to
Stephen John Mullins, a child
struck by an automobile April
1(1, 1974 while on the Hundman
Elementary School grounds.
The boy's fathPr sued
Tammy Combs and \ on
Combs who then sd the
Knott County School Heard-as
a third party.
The appellate judJes called
.the lower court's judgment
"moat Unfortunate because
the $20,000 combined award
will not be cut in half."
It was error for the trial
court to require 'the school
board to remain a defendant
in the lawsuit, the judges said.
They said the) are
overturning the jury verdict
solely on the, sovereign,
immunity question, and that
they do not need to rule on two
other contentions by the
school board. ,
The appellate court also
reversed Fayette Circuit
Judge Mitchell Meade, giving
Alfred Brownlee a new trial on
charges of heroin trafficking
and **session of a concealed
deadly Weapon.
Brownlee was sentenced to
five years on the drug charge
and 90 days on the weapon
charge.
The jtidges said he was
stopped on the way back to
Lexington from Louisville and





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A number of key public
figures will take part in the
Governor's fifth annual Local
Government Issues
Conference Which begins here
July 20.
Among speakers during the





William Cox, the U.S.
highway transportation
director, will be on hand
during discussions on rural
public busing and regional
airports.
Tax Rate Set
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
The Mayfield City Council
agreed to leave the ad
valorem tax rate unchanged
from last.year: 36 cents per
$100 property assessment.
Included is a three cents per
$100 rate prescribed by law to
. finance the police and
firemen's pension fund.
•
They said later a pack of
heroin was foun4 under the
back Seat on the police cruiser
which had taken Brownlee to
the station.
U of L Med
Accredited
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Louisville
School of Medicine has
received full accreditation for
three years, a committee
representing the American
Medical Association (AMA)




ments" were cited at the U of
L medical school since a 1974
accreditation visit, the report
noted, including a stronger
academic program and
The Courier-Journal
reported today in -a
copyrighted story that the
report was received at U of L
this week and had allayed
fears of some at the. school
who had cited deficiencies and
other problems as possible
obstacles to continued cer-
tification.
Administrative changes by
Dr. Arthur H. Keeney, who
became dean of the medical
school shortly before the 1974
accreditation visit, were given
enthusiastic support by the
report.
Keeney said he hopes the
report will bolster trust by the
community in the medical
school and in the doctors who
receive their education there.
The Liaison Committee on
Medical Education visited U
of L in December 1976. _
The committee offers full
accreditation for a period of
up to seven years. However,
most medical schools are
agcredited for a shorter
period.
is located adjacent to Jone Iron and
Metal and is owned by Charles
McCuiston.
The council also approved a raise in
pay for raido dispatchers in the police
department from $2.30 per hour to $3
per hour, effective at the nest pay
period.
A petition from several residents of
Bagwell Blvd. was presented
requesting the city's help in cleaning up
the median on Bagwell between
Fairlane and Glendale.
City Planner Steve Zea announced
that the Murray Planning Commission
would hold a public hearing on July 19
on rezoning of residential property
along 12th Street. He requested the
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